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Letter could dampen
hopes of more releases

Slap happy campers

Authorities are seeking
information on two
Marshall Co. teenagers
missing since Wednesday. Page 2

By DONNA ABU-NASR
Associatod Press WOW

SPORTS:
The first-ever AABC
World Series title won
by the Paducah Storm
came thanks to the
contributions of Murray's Ethan Crum and
Robert Weatherly.
Page 8

MONDAY
August 12
JERUSALEM — Defense
Minister Moshe Arens said
today Israel must receive information about its seven missing
soldiers as a first step before
negotiating a swap of Lebanese
prisoners for hostages. Page 2

STATE
OWENSBORO — State Democratic leaders rallied together to
take jabs at state Republican
leaders and to blame many of
the country's woes on GOP
leadership. Page 3

spolas
CARMEL, hid. — John Daly
didn't just run away from the
rest of the field. He drove. And
drove. And drove. And for four
rounds in the PGA Championship, it was all the others who
crashed trying to keep up with
him. Page 8

BUSINESS
The bidding for pieces of Pan
American World Airways intensified, with Delta Air Lines
nearly tripling its ante to $904
million to counter new proposals from United Airlines and
Trans World Airlines.

FOIZECAST
Partly cloudy. Low 60 to 65.
Light northeast wind.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.0, +0.1; below 302.3, -0.6
BARKLEY LAKE
358.0, +0.1; below 302.5, +0.4
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Obituaries
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Perspective
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 betreen 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

Josh Van Waters watches April Cain, right, and Stephanie Rogers play a slap game during the Muyay
Family YMCA Day Camp held at the National Guard Armory Monday morning.
Staff photo by Steve Parker

BEIRUT, Lebanon — The
United Nations today released a
-letter from Lebanese kidnappers
that said freedom for remaining
Western hostages hinges on the
release of "our freedom fighters''
throughout the world.
The broad demand by the Islamic Jihad sought to shift the pressure
in the hostage crisis to Israel and
its allied militia in southern Lebanon, which together hold about 375
Arabs. Israel also holds thousands
of Palestinians from the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip.
President Bush said the letter did
not make sense to him. "We're
back in the rumor game, the broaddemand game," he said while on
vacation in Maine.
However, diplomatic activity
intensified in the hours before the
letter's release. A U.N. spokesman
said U.N. Secretary-General Javier
Perez de Cuellar met in Geneva on
Sunday with a top adviser to
Israel's defense minister.
Former British hostage John
McCarthy delivered the letter to
Perez de- Cuellar on Sunday during
a televised ceremony in Britain.
Pro-Iranian Shiite groups freed
McCarthy on Thursay and two
more Westerners on Sunday:
Frenchman Jerome Leyraud, 26,
and American Edward Tracy, 60.
The letter to Perez de Cuellar
said:

"In view of our belief in the
need for action to secure the
release of our freedom fighters
from prisons in occupied Palestine
and Europe and also to solve the
question of the detainees whom we
are holding and the problems of
their families, we call upon you to
make a personal endeavor, within
the framework of a comprehensive
solution, to secure the release of all
detainees throughgout the world."
"In such an eventuality we
would be perfectly willing to complete the process that we began
today and to release the persons
whom we are detaining within 24
hours."
English and French texts of the
six-page letter, translated from the
Arabic original, were released at
the Geneva offices of the United
Nations.
The group did not name the
detainees it wanted freed, but could
refer to Arabs held in the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip and to
two Lebanese brothers jailed in
Germany and a Hezbollah member
imprisoned in Switzerland for
hijacking.
The Arabs held in Germany and
Switzerland were convicted after
trials, and Israel has repeatedly
said it will not discuss demands by
the kidnappers to release nearly
9,000 detained Palestinian uprising
activists.
Perez de Cuellar issued no
(Cont'd on page 2)

MSU Board of Regents discuss personnel matters
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger & Times Staff WOW

Personnel matters highlighted
Saturday's quarterly meeting of the
Board of Regents of Murray State
University.
After an executive session, the
board declined to conduct a hearing on the discrimination case of
Dr. Marian Fuller, professor of biological sciences. In denying the
request, the board said Fuller has
been afforded an opportunity to
present her case fully.
The complaint was investigated
by an affirmative action official
who found no discrimination had
occurred.
A hearing was conducted at Fuller's request by a three-member
faculty panel in May after Fuller,

along with Louisville attorney Raymond Burse, presented a letter saying Fuller was awarded tenure and
promoted later than counterparts
and denied due process and summer leaves.
The committee upheld the findings of the University's affirmative
action officer and University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth accepted
the committee's findings.
Three new regents were sworn at
Saturday's meeting. Bart Schofield,
from Smithland, will be the student
regent. He is currently president of
the Student Government Associahon. James Butts, of Fulton and
and McCracken Commonwealth
Attoncy Thomas Osborne also took
the oath of office.
In his report, President Kurth
said the Martha Layne Collins Cen-

ter for Industry and Technology
will be formally opened Sept. 7
and MSU will host the Governor's
Scholars program next year.
The regents approved Scot'
Edgar as the new head coach of
men's basketball.
The Board hired Dr. Don E.
Robertson as the University's first
associate vice president for student
affairs. His appointment became
effective Aug. 1. The new office
was created after the University
underwent a reorganization plan.
Dr. Joseph H. Cartwright, formerly chairman of the department
of history at MSU, was appointed
dean of the College of Humanistic
studies. His appointment became
effective July 1. He succeeds Dr.
Kenneth Harrell, who retired from
the position. Cartwright will be

teaching on a half-time basis in the
Department of History.
The board also approved:
•A capital budget request tor
$49,307,100 for the 1992-94 biennium consisting of 61 projects. The
total includes $4.4 million for renovations to the Carr Health
Building/Arena and $5.2 million in
funds to improve the Blackburn
Science Building.
*Resolutions for the purchase of
two parcels of property at the edge
of the campus, subject to state
approval. The locations at 1607
Hamilton and 213 N. 13th St. will
be used to extend parking areas.
*A transfer of property between
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) fraternity
and Murray State. The transfer is
part of a plan by Murray's Zeta
Lambda Chapter to build a new

fraternity house.
The hoard's approval al lo
Murray State to finalize negotiation
with ATO before seeking the
necessary state approval. The proposal involves a swap of approximately .746 acres on the northwest
corner of 16th and Main for vacant
MSU property of approximately
1.7 acres from the northeast corner
at 16th and Poplar eastward along
Poplar.
*The extension of spring break for
staff members, beginning in the
spring of 1992. to three days
instead of two.
.The purchase of a serum chemistry: analyzer for the Breathitt Veterninary Center in Hopkinsville at
a cost of S110,000 from the University's consolidated education
renewal and replace fund.

Vice-President Quayle stops in state to stump for H 6pkins
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Vice President Dan Quayle skipped
into Kentucky today to raise money and plug for Republican
Larry Hopkins' campaign for governor.
Quayle was the centerpiece of a $1,000-per-head private
fund-raiser, which is believed to have drawn more than 60
people, and at a larger event at $100 per person that drew
more than 300 people. Organizers hoped to net $50,000 from
the two events.
Quayle, a former U.S. senator from Indiana, said he knew
Hopkins and Kentucky well.
"I used to fly into Louisville all the time to go to southern

Indiana. Southern tritliana has a very special relationship with
Kentucky so I feel at home in Kentucky," Quayle said.
Kentucky is one of three states with gubernatorial elections
this year, and Hopkins is calling on 13 years in Congress to
bring national attention and fund-raising ability to his race.
During brief remarks at the fund-raiser, Quayle blasted
national Democrats while praising Hopkins as a conservative
Republican.
"There's no doubt in my mind that Larry Hopkins will be
the next governor of Kentucky," Quayle said.
Quayle said Hopkins has a host of contacts in Washington

that would benefit the state.
"The president and I, we need to have a partner in Frankfort," Quayle said. "This guy ... can get a hold of me and
George Bush any time that he wants to. Kentucky will only be
a phone call away."
All of the other members of the Republican statewide ticket
got to rub shoulders and pose for pictures with Quayle, avoiding a repeat of one of the most embarrassing moments in the
state party's history. In 1983 the party's nominee for lieutenant governor was denied admission to a fund raiser featuring
President Reagan because he did not contribute S1,000.

MSU to dedicate Collins MET building September 7
A ceremony to dedicate the
Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology at Murray
State University, to be held on
Saturday, Sept. 7, will culminate
many years of effort.
The 3 p.m. program to christen
the building with the distinctive
twin geodesic domes will serve as
a reunion for the many people who
have contributed to the project
since its inception in the
mid-1970s.
Several dignitaries representing
the state, the campus and the area
community will be involved. A full
schedule of classes and laboratories
in the $12.5 million two-story
facility at the corner of 16th and
Chestnut will begin when the fall
semester starts Aug. 26.
Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean of the
College of Industry and Technology on the campus, emphasized that
the public is invited to attend the
dedication ceremony, tour the
building and meet faculty from the
seven departments in the college.
"We are extremely grateful for
the support we have had from the
state and other sources," he said.
"The Collins Center gives us a
much better opportunity to be a
major partner with business and
industry in the economic growth
and development of our five-state
region."

The Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology
research laboratories on a cooperative basis.
The building across the pedestrian mall from the Curris Center
will also house the University
Computer Center and a 250-seat
auditorium under its east dome.
Auer said a drive to provide
more than S2 million in laboratory

equipment for the Collins Center is
continuing with encouraging success. As a result of the generosity
of many friends' of the college. he
said, returning students will enjoy
the addition of approximately SI
million worth of new computers
and sophisticated support facilities
for the academic programs.

Auer explained that facilities
inadequate to keep up with changing technology and rapid enrollment growth in the college were
two primary factors leading to construction of the 125,000-square
foot facility. FUnding was authorized by the 1986 Kentucky General
Assembly.

Three academic- departments in
the College of Industry and Technology — Engineering Technology.
Industrial Education and Technology, and Occupational Safety and
Health — will be located in the
Collins Center. They will share the
use of its 28 instructional aixt_
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South ranked last on 'Green Index' listings
and come up with a plan to protect
our environment."
How Kentucky ranks
The state Department of Environmental Management prepared a
WASHINGTON — State
Best:
11-page rebuttal to the rankings,
encouragement of a healthy envi'Cropland irrigated (3rd)
defending Alabama's environmen'State funds for parks (5th)
ronment is most impressive in the
tal record.
Northeast, West and Northwest and
Worst:
"The Green Index does little to
poorest in the South, especially
'Gasoline use per capita
(50th)
Alabama, researchers said Sunday. add to informed debate on significant environmental issues due to its
'Sulfur dioxide emissions
The Green Index, an analysis of
use of outdated and, in some
(47th)
256 indicators by the Institute of
Southern Studies in Durham, N.C., instances, incorrect information
'Households without adequate plumbing (49th)
gave top overall marks to Oregon, and its subjective analysis in ranking certain parameters," the state'Workers in high-risk jobs
followed by Maine, Vermont and
ment said.
California.
(42nd)
Bob Hall, research director for
Texas, Mississippi, Arkansas and
Louisiana joined Alabama at the the Institute for Southern Studies, group "takes a populist approach.'
bottom of the charts, and the rank- said the report should send "a mesThe Green Index weighed air
ings sparked debate even before sage of urgency" for low-ranking and water pollution measures, toxic
their official publication on Mon- states.
and other waste disposal, energy
The South is "a region where
day by Island Press.
use, population density and the
Pat Byington, a spokesman for the environment is under preslike. It placed Oregon third behind
the Alabama Conservancy, said sure," Hall said. "It's also the regHawaii and Vermont for environstate leaders should move immedi- ion where the lawmakers are very
mental conditions.
ately to address the state's lackluster in their attitudes to the
For strict environmental laws,
environment."
problems.
Oregon ranked second behind CaliThe institute is a public interest
"The best thing about the Green
research group which
advocacy
out
where
Index is that it points
our weaknesses are," Byington says it is "dedicated to investigatsaid. "We're calling on our politi- ing economic, environmental and
cal leadership and the people of social conditions in the South and (Cont'd from page 1)
immediate comment, although he
Alabama to heed these warnings throughout the U.S." Hall said the
expressed regret Sunday night that
the letter did not contain "very
precise' details.
Complicating matters, Tehran
today revived the issue of four Iranians missing in Lebanon since
1982, demanding solid word on
••
their fate in exchange for its medi4
11).
ation on behalf of Western
1. want your business.'
hostages.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
U.N. spokesman Pierre Mehu in
Geneva confirmed that Perez de
Nance
Broker
Hal
Office Located Inside
Cuellar held a one-hour meeting
Joe Smith Carpet
(502) 759-1591
late Sunday night with Uri Lubrani,
a top aide to Israeli Defense Minis=IMO MINN
MMi
MNII
ter Moshe Arens, at a hotel outside
r 11 11=11 MIMI 11 NMI
Geneva. He did not elaborate.
ATTEND A FREE FIRST SESSION
Israel has faced growing presTHE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE*
sure
to release at least some of the
Effective Speaking and Human Relations
more
than 300 Lebanese and Pales•Leadership
Skills
.Communications
.Positive Mental Attitude
tinian prisoners under its control —
'Self Confidence 'Memory- alhusiasm
a key demand of kidnap factions
Tuesday, August 13th, 1991, 7:01 PM
including
Islamic Jihad.
Bank of Murray - University Branch
Chief
among
them is Sheik
Presented by Charles D. Eubank & Assoc., Inc.
DALE CARNEGIE'
Abdul
Karim
Obeid,
a Shiite
Continuing
Council
for
FOUNDER
Accrediting
Accredited by the
kidnapped
from
Muslim
cleric
Education and Training, Inc.
Lebanon by Israeli troops in 1989.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 1-800-262-5448
In Jerusalem, Arens said today
mot one
mom ma
me am'
m•
that Israel must receive "signs of
life" of its seven soldiers missing
in Lebanon as a first step before
negotiating.
Arens also said he regretted hints
For Your Com tinience \ow Otters
by Western leaders that Israel
should release Arab prisoners in
southern Lebanon before hearing
word about its own servicemen.
Daily Monday - Friday
"Nobody can expect us to abandon
our soldiers," he told Israel's
Ship Weekly & Save money
UPS
Army radio.
N1-1: 9 am.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Seven Israeli servicemen are
th” 641 NI.
Oly mpic Plaza
753-'380
missing in Lebanon, three of them
By CHARLES CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer

fornia, but the strong showing
pushed the state into first place
overall.
The criteria for the Green Index
reflect a broad view of environmentalism — considering, for
instance, state unemployment rates
and mandatory seat belt laws.
Most of the categories are more
closely related to measures of pollution, such as pounds per capita of
toxic waste releases or percentage
of rivers failing to meet national
water quality standards.
Alabama's rivers and streams
won high ratings — fifth place —
but the state's total ranking plummeted because of such categories
as infant mortality, quality of shellfishing waters and safety violations
at nuclear power plants.
Oregon got high marks for recycling programs and for relatively
low acid levels in its rainfall. It
survived poor scores for oil spills
and forest preservation.

Letter could dampen...

414 Cali Today
411040
u.,%.
• Professional
Real Estate

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up

since a 1982 tank battle against
Syrian forces in eastern Lebanon,
one since 1983 and three others
since 1986.
There are still 11 Westerners
missing in Lebanon and presumed
held hostage. They include five
Americans, three Britons, two Germans and an Italian.
The longest held is American
Terry Anderson, chief Middle East
cortespondent for The Associated
Press. He was kidnapped on March
16, 1985.
McCarthy had been held for 51/2
years and Tracy for more than four.
Leyraud had been held for three
days, kidnapped only hours after
McCarthy's release.
Tracy was flown Sunday to the
U.S. Air Force base in Wiesbaden,
Germany, where he was greeted by
a military honor guard and a cheering throng. He was expected to
undergo extensive medical examinations today.
Leyraud arrived in France on
Sunday.
Their releases fueled speculation
about others. The French news
agency Agence France-Presse, citing an official Lebanese source,
said Sunday a second American
hostage should be freed "soon,— in
two or three days.
Tracy, a sometime writer, was
kidnapped on Oct. 19, 1986.
He looked pale, tired and worn,
and occasionally groped for words
at a news conference in Damascus,
Syria, his first stop after his
release. He stumbled going down
the steps of the Syrian Foreign
Ministry.

Authorities seek missing teens
Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing in the medical and
surgical treatment of foot problems.
South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

BelAir Center
Hours by Appt

Murray, KY
753-0666

BENTON, Ky. — Authorities
are seeking information on the

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

%099111 wi99111
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Saturday's winning numbers
sel ted by the Kentucky Lot: Pick 3: 4-7-6 Lotto:
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Shell

whereabouts of two Marshall
County teenagers last seen Wednesday evening.
Melissa Jean Wyatt and Christopher Anthony "Chris" Price, both
16, have been reported as missing.
They were last seen in Marshall
County approximately 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
Wyatt is described as 5-5 with
ash blond hair and hazel eyes. A
junior at Marshall County High
School, she is the daughter of
James and Shirly Wyatt of Benton.
Price, a senior at Marshall County High, is 6-2 with thin build,
light brown hair and dark eyes. He
is the son of Timothy and Lora
Price of Calvert City.
The couple was last seen driving
a 1982 four-door bronze Subaru
with license number AYB-708.
Anyone having information
about either teenager is asked to
call (collect) 527-1193, 395-5145
or 554-5272.

You Are Invited To

REVIVAL SERVICES
Sinking Spring
--Baptist Church
43.99
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12-17
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ISRAEL
JERUSALEM — Defense Minister
Moshe Arens said today Israel must
receive information about its seven
missing soldiers as a first step
before negotiating a swap of Lebanese prisoners for hostages. He also
said he regretted hints by Western
leaders that Israel should release
Arab prisoners before getting word
on its servicemen.

YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — A cease-fire in
Croatia appeared to be holding
despite weekend clashes and
reports today that Yugoslav warplanes bombed a Serbian position,
apparently in error. Reports said
eight people were killed in the incidents. They said the bombing
occurred on Sunday and that three
Serbian militants were killed and
four others wounded. More than 200
people have died in fighting since
secessionist Croatia declared independence on June 25. There has
been relative peace, however, since
Wednesday, when the republic's
security forces and Serbian insurgents agreed to a truce. The state
news agency Tanjug reported that
the bombing occurred after Croatian
defense forces opened fire on a federal army helicopter flying near
Topusko, a town 30 miles south of
the Croatian capital of Zagreb. The
helicopter reported the shooting to
its base and the air force sent two
fighter bombers to attack. But the
aircraft bombed an area controlled
by rebel Serbs, Tanjug said. In other
fighting Sunday, two Croation
policemen were killed in a clash
between Serbian militants and Croatian forces. Croatian police reportedly killed an armed Serb on Saturday.
The cease-fire continued to hold for
the most part, however, allowing a
weekend exchange of prisoners in
Croatia's Slavonia region. Three
Serbs and two Croats were
exchanged on Saturday, and 10
more Serbs and 10 Croats on Sunday, Belgrade TV and other reports
said. Tanjug said 70 more prisoners
would be swapped today. Three of
the Serbs interviewed by Belgrade
television bore knife marks on their
faces and claimed they were
threatened with torture. They said
they had been held from 20 to 40
days. There was no independent
confirmation of their claims.

MADAGASCAR
ANTANANARIVO — The opposition
has called for more demonstrations
and a general strike to drive President Didier Ratsiraka from office.
Opposition leaders read a communique outlining their goals to tens of
thouands of supporters who
gathered in the capital on Sunday, a
day after presidential guards fired
on 400,00 protesters as they
marched to Ratsiraka's palace. The
government acknowledged that 11
people died and 200 were injured in
the violence, the worst of the
2-month-old movement for democratic reforms on Indian Ocean island
nation. The opposition put the death
toll at 12 and said six more protesters died in clashes with security forces in Mahajanga, north of the capital. The capital, Antananarivo, was
reported calm Sunday.

CHINA/JAPAN
BEIJING — Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu today urged China
to improve its human rights record
as a step toward ending Beijing's
isolation for its crackdown on the
1989 pro-democracy movement.
Kaifu told the chief of China's Communist Party, Jiang Zemin, that
there is "a strong concern on the
part of the international community
with respect to democratization and
human rights in China." Kaifu did
not raise specific case or issues or
set any conditions, but spokesman
said human rights aré a concern
we do share and we cI pope that
the Chinese are mindfuVof these
concerns." Jiang did not respond to
Kaifu's remarks on human rights.
China has long rejected comments
on its human rights record by other
countries as interference in its
domestic affairs. But that policy
began changing late last year as
China sought to improve its international standing.

NEPAL
KATMANDU — Villagers have sacrificed more than 200 buffaloes and
goats in an effort to appease the
gods and halt a gastroenteritis
epidemic that has killed 900 people
this summer, a newspaper reported.
The residents of the remote Accham
region of western Nepal plan to sacrifice 500 more animals, the Samaj
newspaper said on Sunday. More
than half the people who died in the
epidemic live in Accham. Like the
rest of Nepal, Accham is predominantly Hindu. Samaj, a Nepali-

language daily, said the villagers
believe the victims fell ill because of
"the gods wrath."

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — A prominent
anti-apartheid attorney of Indian
descent has been named South Africa's first non-white judge. Ismail
Mohamed, 57, who has represented
some of the country's leading activists, was appointed by Justice Minister Kobie Coetsee to the Johannesburg Supreme Court, The Supreme
Court is the second-highest court in
the land after the Appeals Court.
South Africa has for decades had a
small number of black lawyers,
including African National Congress
leader Nelson Mandela. In recent
years blacks, Indians and people of
mixed race have served as magistrates. But Mohamed, classified as
Indian, will be the first non-white
judge.

COLOMBIA
BOGOTA — Weekend fighting
between rebels and government forces killed 31 people, and a newspaper reported Sunday that Colombia's leftist insurgency had adopted
a new hard line. According to army
bulletins, the killings took place during several bloody gunfights and two
ambushes on military trucks in the
southeastern province of Huila and
the northern banana-growing region
of Cordoba. The army said rebels of
the Simon Bolivar Guerrilla Front
launched the attacks to commemorate the one-year anniversary of the
death of their leader, Jacobo Arenas. Fighting since midday Saturday
killed seven soldiers, eight policemen and 16 insurgents. Ten others
were reported injured. Meanwhile,
the Bogota-based El Tiempo newspaper said it obtained a videotape in
which a guerrilla commander outlined a plan of intensified warfare
and called for a purge of Colombia's
Communist Party.

GERMANY
BERLIN — Former East German
security boss Erich Mielke will face
murder charges for killing two
policemen in 1931, a newspaper
reported Sunday. Mielke, 84,
already faces a string of accusations
related to his 32 years as minister
for state security of the former country. In the job, he ran the secret
police, or Stasi in its German abbreviation. Mielke's lawyers have said
he is suffering from heart and brain
ailments that make it impossible for
him to stand trial. He has been in a
psychiatric clinic since June for
observation and tests. No trial date
has been set. The Berliner Morgenpost quoted Justice Department
spokeswoman Uta Foelster as saying investigators had decided that
the statute of limitations had not run
out on the shooting 60 years ago of
two policemen in Berlin. More evidence linking Mielke to the killing
came from files Mielke kept himself
and were confiscated after the East
German Communist regime collapsed in late 1989 in the wake of
the opening of the Berlin wall, the
news magazine Der Spiegel
reported in May.

JORDAN
AMMAN— An official of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization was shot and
killed in his office Sunday by his
driver, officials reported. Interior
Minister Jawdat Sboul identified the
victim as Hamed Khawab, 45, a
Sudanese who was a regional deputy UNESCO chief for six months. He
said the killing apparently was linked
to the dismissal of members of
some UNESCO staff members in
Amman as part of the agency's drive
to cut costs and that the killing did
"not have any political motives."

CHILE
SANTIAGO — Lava from an erupting volcano brought a flood of
melted ice into a valley in southern
Chile, and 16 people were missing,
including six children, officials said.
The 7,100-foot Hudson volcano,
erupted Thursday night for the first
time in two decades, sending a thick
cloud of ash that covered several
small towns in the area. On Saturday night, it also spewed out lava,
which in turn melted ice and flooded
a sparsely populated area of Aysen
province, 1,430 miles south of
Santiago.

AFGHANISTAN
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — Afghan guerrillas today freed a Soviet prisoner of war
as a gesture of good will and then sat
down with a senior Soviet official to talk
about an end to the 13-year-old war in
Afghanistan. The U.S -backed guerrillas
turned over Qurban Ali Tashrilov to Nikolai Kozyrev. the foreign minister of the
Russian republic, who was wrapping up a
two-day visit aimed at finding a peace
settlement to the war.
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Hostages listen to radio, know about
recent efforts to secure their releases
WASHINGTON (AP) — Western hostages held together with Briton
John McCarthy listen to a radio and are aware of efforts to secure their
release, the sister of American hostage Terry Anderson said Saturday.
Peggy Say said she talked during the day to McCarthy, who was
freed on Thursday after five years in captivity.
McCarthy said his captors had told him they are "very optimistic
the situation will end soon."
McCarthy was held together with Anderson, chief Middle East Correspondent for The Associated Press, American educator Thomas
Sutherland and British church envoy Terry Waite. Anderson was
kidnapped in March 1985 and is the longest held captive. Sutherland
was captured in June 1985 and Waite in January 1987.
Sutherland listens often to the radio, especially Voice of America,
and heard on a French radio broadcast that Anderson's father and
brother both died in 1986; a Year after he was kidnapped.
"It grieved Terry deeply, but he got past that and when John
(McCarthy) was told that his own mother died Terry helped console
him ... they reached a point where they could fondly reminisce rather
than grieve," Say said.
While recording a message Saturday to Anderson to be broadcast
over VOA, Say recalled that the two deaths were "a terrible, terrible
ordeal" for her. But she said she had become closer to their brother
before his death "because of our mutual bond of wanting to do what
we could for you."
During the recording session, Say also talked about Anderson's
daughters, Gabrielle and Salome, and joked that she had "learned to
fly without losing my dinner."
She said McCarthy reported that the other hostages were all in
"very good health:
Sutherland and Anderson, she said, "are on the tubby side." They
are "in good spirits and expectant that a release may be soon.'
They had heard news of possible hostage releases before McCarthy
was freed. They made an agreement that whoever was released first
would give messages to other families.
When McCarthy was told to leave, Anderson "was able to reach and
hug John."
McCarthy was put in with Anderson and Sutherland after Brian Keenan was released last year. Waite was brought in November 1990.
McCarthy said he often played chess with Anderson, who carved
chess pieces.
"John said he would win 1 in 1,000 times," said Say. "Terry was a
tower of strength for all of them."
Say said McCarthy told her the hostages heard over the years of all
the efforts to free hostages, particularly from McCarthy's friends,
Say's efforts and the group Journalists to Free Terry Anderson.
She said they discussed whether the publicity prolonged their captivity. Say quoted McCarthy as saying: "We came to the conclusion that
probably it had not. And even if it did you can't believe what it meant
to us that when we felt abandoned by the world the news that we were
not forgotten kept our spirits up.'
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Demos criticize Republicans at party picnic
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
State Democratic leaders rallied
together this weekend to take jabs
at state Republican leaders and to
blame many of the country's woes
on Republican leadership.
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, the
Democratic candidate for governor,
said the difference between Democrats and Republicans is that
Democrats are more humanitarian.
The Republican philosophy is
"I've got mine and to hell with
you," he told about 650 people
who attended the Daviess County
Democratic Picnic Saturday night.

Jones said a recent example of
that philosophy was when his
Republican opponent in the gubernatorial election, U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, told reporters that people
should be responsible for their own
health care and the government
shouldn't be involved.
In a light-hearted manner, Jones
also compared long-time friend
Hopkins to a schoolyard bully.
Telling how he once punched a
grade school bully in the mouth,
Jones said, "The time will come in
this campaign when I'm going to
have to stand up and hit Larry

Hopkins in the mouth."
Jones was House Republican
leader in West Virginia before
moving to Kentucky in the 1970s
and changing his political affiliation. After taking swipes at Republicans Jones defended his party
change.
"I'm here because of what I
believe in. I'm not here because of
an accident of birth."
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford of
Owensboro, meanwhile, unleashed
a full barrel of criticisms of the
national Republican party during
the picnic.

Group claims it planted
pot on grounds of capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
group advocating the legalization
of marijuana says it has planted
marijuana on the grounds of the
Governor's Mansion, the state
Capitol and the state Republican
Party headquarters in Frankfort.
"Marijuana has sprouted under
the pine trees by Wally Wilkinson's tennis court," said a news
release sent to officials Saturday
from a group that identified itself
only as Operation H.E.M.P.S.
(Humanity Enraged By the
Military-Police State).
. "We urge the people of Kentucky to reclaim their Capitol from

the corporate criminals and political hooligans who currently occupy
it," the release said.
Security staff at the Governor's
Mansion did not find any marijuana plants on the mansion or Capitol
grounds and had not heard of the
group before, said state police
trooper Bill Young.
Gatewood Galbraith, a Lexington
attorney who lost a bid for governor this year in the Democratic
primary after running on a promarijuana platform, said he was
not familiar with the group either.
"I wish I had thought of it," he
said.

Motorist shot killed on 1-65
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
20-year-old Bullitt County man
was shot to death on Interstate 65,
apparently after exchanging words
with people in a car that had cut in
front of his pickup truck.
Edward Martin Pike Sr. was shot
once in the head and died at the
scene Saturday, according to Jefferson Cgority Deputy Coroner
Jorge Quiroa. A passec
u r in his
/

truck, Kevin Helton, 22, was not
harmed. The shooting happened
around 1:30 a.m. EDT on the exit
ramp to Outer Loop from southbound 1-65, according to Jefferson
County Police spokesman Stephen
B. Hill.
Hill said police believe Pike was
shot by one of two men in a blueand-white Buick with whom he had
just exchanged words.

Under the Reagan and Bush
administrations, Ford said, the rich
have continued to get richer. "The
top fifth takes home more money
than the other four-fifths," he said.
U.S. Rep. William H. Natcher of
Bowling Green also spoke at the
picnic. He implied that the Republican administration is to blame
for the nation's unemployment rate
listed at 6.8 percent, but which he
said is actually closer to 8 percent.
Natcher also attacked Republicans for sending too much money
overseas.
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Lawmakers head for second annual meeting
'
9
80
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky, which usually has one of
the largest delegations to the
National Conference of State
Legislatures' annual meeting in
Orlando, Fla., is expected to send
even more lawmakers this year.
Seventy-four of the state's 138
legislators signed up for the Orlando meeting, but nine have dropped
OUL
The five-day meeting, which
begins Sunday, is the second of
lawmakers' annual summer trips.
The state usually has one of the
largest delegations at the national
and Southern legislative conferences, both in raw numbers and
percentage of total membership.
The Kentucky turnout of 54 in
New Orleans for last month's
Southern Legislative Conference
was greater than the 49 at last
year's Southern conference in
Asheville, N.C. And the Orlando
turnout is larger than the 57 who
went to last year's national meeting
in Nashville, Tenn.
"There may be times when it's
overwcighted, like in this case,"
said Senate President Pro Tern
John "Eck" Rose of Winchester,
who approves senators' travel
requests.
Rose said "it might have been
better" if more lawmakers had
attended the New Orleans meeting
instead of the national meeting in
Orlando.
Most of those who went to New
Orleans last month have submitted
their expense vouchers, and if the
others spent at the same rate, the
total cost to the state for that meeting will be more than $71,000.
Given the more distant site and
larger turnout for the Orlando conference, it is expected to cost Kentucky taxpayers about $100,000.

That is a minuscule amount in
the vast state budget, but one subject to particular scrutiny because
the money is appropriated by the
legislators themselves, and many
have acknowledged that they view
the trips more as vacation than
work.
What legislators get from the
trips depends on what they put into
it, several lawmakers said.
"If a fellow will go to the meetings, he will find them extremely
valuable and extremely helpful in
approaching the problems we have
here in Kentucky," Sen. Walter
Baker said. "I'm not going to say
all of them go to the meetings."
Baker, a Glasgow Republican,
said he went to New Orleans
because he is a Southern confer-

ence committee member and is
going to Orlando because he is
chairman of the National Conference of State Legislatures' Law
and Justice Committee.
Rep. Marshall Long, D Shelbyville, who went to New
Orleans but isn't going to Orlando,
said the meetings can be valuable
because legislators can exchange
experiences and ideas.
"Sometimes you go and you
don't get a whole lot out of them,"
Long said. "Sometimes you go and
get something from them."
But Rep. Jim Yates, D-Shively,
said, "I always gain a lot any time
I go to any of them." Asked to cite
an example, Yates said he couldn't
because he didn't have his notes
with him.

Yates is one of the 25 lawmakers
who went to New Orleans and also
plan to go to Orlando. Some lawmakers said they don't like to
attend both because of the additional expense.
"I usually don't like to take
more than one trip a year," said
Rep. Harry Moberly Jr., DRichmond, who said he passed up
both conferences to attend a meeting of the Southern Regional Education Board — even though he is
on the Southern conference's education committee.
If a legislator is on a committee,
on a conference program or deeply
involved in an issue that is a topic
of a good program, that legislator
is more likely to be approved for a
second trip, Rose said.
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God, this is a lonely place!
If it seems that way to you, maybe
you haven't really mentioned it -to
Him. Try the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) next Sunday. It
could change your entire point of
view.
We have all sort ofthings going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice,friendly people. Try
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Sunday morning services, a Sunday
school class, or (C.F.F.) Christian
Family Felloyshik is for young people of all ages. It's fun. It's minnidinner. It's exciting programs. It's
campanionship. It's safe and secure.
You'll have a ball at 5 or 85.
Its only as lonely as you let it be.
Come join us.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David CV-Roos, Minister
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Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor.
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In mosT
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing educatiori, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study thenmethods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
J Headaches
J Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
J Arthritis
3 Shoulder Pain
_J Stiffness
J Bursitis
•ArmiLeg Pain
J Numbness
J Hip Pain
3 Cold Hands/Feet
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIKAR Our offiee pole, preurta rou "Ito pe best anal•ny mitre prom rowan.bit for pe'sows tem•rtgeNt to
refuse
Is say cancel perm,,t or be ran =bemire ter proseont /or any other ••••••••• mem maws,e rmtaeont whorls 1• perferseed
se a
restart of and
n 77 uov n 4 rimumend.els to the eatIrruompott fly the free sew* ••••mbno.n or treatment

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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Letters to the Editor

Thanks to medical professionals
Dear Editor:
As President of the Calloway Co. Medical Society, I would like to give
special thanks to those physicians and nurses that participated in the annual free sports physical exam.
The community may not be aware that this program has been offered
for three years and each year continues to be a bigger success. This year,
570 student athletes from Calloway Co. and Murray Independent School
Districts were examined at no cost to them or to the school. It is estimated
that this offered a savings of over S15,000 to the community.
A special thanks goes to the Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital. MCCH
donated the out-patient surgery facility for the exams.
The professionals that participated are:
(Physicians) Dr. R. Williams, Dr. J.R. Quertermous, Dr. R. Blalock, Dr.
J. Yezerski, Dr. G. Marquardt, Dr. D. Miller, Dr. M. Finch, Dr. C. Lowry,
Dr. R. Korolevich, Dr. C. Harris, Dr. B. Binford, Dr. C. Austin, Dr. W.
Keith, DT. C. Dowdy, Dr. R. Howard, Dr. C. Jones, Dr. G. Cook and Dr.
H. Clark.
(Staff) Catherine Culley, RN, Carol Perlow, RN, Lynn Fromm, RN,
Susan Plunkett, LPN, Don Steffey, RN, Jill Asher, RN, Kathy Alexander,
LPN, Annette Haneline, RN, Jeanne Mathis, RN, Lynn Meurer, RN, Janet
Schecter, RN, Tracy Mowery, Bessie Williams, Chris Loftis, Carol Bozman, Cindy Yarbrough, and Glendora Thompson.
Hollis M. Clark, M.D.
Murray
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WASHINGTON — In the early
hours of July 4, 1954, police in
Bay Village, Ohio, received a call
to come at once to the home of Dr.
Samuel H. Sheppard. There they
found Sheppard's pregnant wife,
Marilyn, bludgeoned to death. As
the country anticipates the trial of
William Kennedy Smith for rape, it
may be useful to look back at the
trial of Dr. Sam.
A jury found him guilty of the
crime. He appealed, and eventually
the case reached the U.S. Supreme
Court. Justice Tom Clark's opinion, as it may apply to Willie
Smith, is in point.
Sheppard denied the murder, but
police thought he was lying. More
to the point, so did a clamorous
press. Overnight the story became
an international sensation.
There were three newspapers in
Cleveland then, and they played
the story for all it was worth. Radio
and television joined the hue and
cry. Editorial writers leaped upon
the police for their delay in filing
charges. One editorial attributed
the ineptness to "friendships, relationships, hired lawyers."
Reporters delved into Sheppard's
personal life. They discovered an
extramarital love affair. The papers
portrayed Sheppard as a Lothario.
They reveled in his relationship
with Susan H., and named a number of other women who allegedly
were involved with him.

two can play the game of reputation; they may question the complainant about her illegitimate
child, her
thods of contraception, and her sychological history.
All the ele ents are present for
another media Circus. A salivating
public awaits details of high life in
Palm Beach. The alleged attack
occured at the "Kennedy combeen massive, pervasive and pre
pound," with the most notorious of
judicial." Following the jury's ver
all U.S. senators physically on the
dict of guilty, the long process of scene. The Sheppard case involved
appeals began. On June 6, 1966, charges of obstruction of justice.
the Supreme Court reversed the We have heard the same charges
conviction.
against friends and protectors of
In its 8-1 decision, the court found Willie.
that Sheppard had been denied an
If the defendant is to have a fair
atmosphere of "calmness and sol- trial, and if the woman accuser is
emnity." At the trial itself, "bedlam not to be further defamed, this
reigned." Most of the pretrial reve- uproar has to be quieted now. Both
lations of the defendant's sexual the prosecution and the defense
affairs never were admitted into have been put under orders not to
evidence. The trial was fundamen- talk to the press. These orders
tally unfair. As a consequence, Dr. ought to be strictly enforced. A
Sam had been denied "due process" postponement of at least three
under the Fourteenth Amendment. months clearly is required. The
Just as the media in 1954 shor- trial might desirably be shifted to a
tened Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard to Florida county far removed from
"Sam," so the media now have Palm Beach. up in the Pensacola
abbreviated William Kennedy panhandle.
Smith to "Willie." Once again,
For my own part. I knov, no
both prosecution and defense have more of Willie Smith than I have
leaked tips to an eager press.
read in the papers, but I have spent
The charge against Willie is a lifetime covering courts, and I
rape. The state would like to intro- know poisonous clouds of pretrial
duce in court allegations of his pre- publicity when I sec them. Willie
vious sexual assaults. Defense may be a lecher, but even a lecher
lawyers have let it be known that deserves a fair trial.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
The sensational pretrial publicity
was pervasive. The coroner moved
an inquest to a high school gymnasium in order to accomodate the
crowd. Editorial writers charged
that Sheppard had been left free to
go about his business, "shielded by
his family, protected by a smart
lawyer (F. Lee Bailey) who has
made monkeys of the police."
On the night of July 30 Sheppard
at last was arrested and formally
charged. Police took him to the
Bay Village City Hall where hundreds of people, newscaster, photographers and reporters were awaiting his arrival. The prosecution
repeatedly made evidence available
to the news media which was never
offered in the trial. The defense
leaked stories of its own. Sheppard's lawyers accumulated five
thick scrapbooks of press clippings
about the notorious Dr. Sam.
Sheppard finally went on trial in
October 1954. The selection of
impartial jurors turned into a media
circus. The pretrial publicity, as
Justice Clark would say later, had
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The debate over debates
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Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
.opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
.iprint letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the foljoveing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
:Writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
.fe5a4sarZ,.(telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Led.
& nines reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letten should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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An Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's debatable whether the debate between the
two gubernatorial candidates will produce any meaningful debates this
fall.
What will be produced is a surfeit of hype, one or two (dozen) allegations of bad-faith negotiating and. in the end, probably a face-to-face
meeting or two that sheds some heat but little light on the candidates.
The gamesmanship LILA goes on between the campaigns during the
negotiations is often as illuminating as what comes from whatever they
produce.
The initial discussions have been comparable to what might come from
a pair of first graders standing in line.
"I was here first."
"Was not."
"Was too."
"Was not.,.
"Was too. Was too. Was too."
That settled, perhaps they can move on to more important subjects.
Like whether to stand or sit. Whether to have notes or not. Where to
meet_ When to meet. Questions? Who asks? Makeup, audience, backdrop,
television, moderator.
And you thought negotiating a nuclear-arms reduction treaty was
difficult.
In his latest missive to Republican opponent Larry Hopkins, Brereton
Jones said he wants to "establish real debates."
He's in the wrong business.
J.W. Patterson of the University of Kentucky knows debates. And he
knows that what the voters will get this fall — if anything — won't be
anything like real debates.
Patterson has coached the UK debate team to national prominence,
where it regularly makes intellectual mincemeat of the traditional
powerhouses.
In real debates, one side takes one side of a single issue and takes it
apart piece by piece and puts it back together. The quality of the evidence.
and the force of the reasoning are what decides the winner.
But that presumes two important factors.
One is a critical listener. Debate judges scribble furiously to keep track
of individual points and lines of reasoning. Real people don't generally
:watch television intently.
"Certainly, people who sell soap on TV know that," said Patterson.
And when it comes to political debates, they bear more resemblance to
soap commercials than real debates. Patterson said.
"They're more soliloquies," he said.
The main missing ingredient in political debates is the opportunity for
real rebuttal, a chance for candidates to challenge their opponents on a
specific topic.
That was the primary failing of the event that was supposed to pass for
the main debate of the primary campaign. The League of Women Voters,
the self-appointed keepers of the debates in Kentucky, squelched any
spontaneity with a numbing format that turned into a series of prepared
statements from the candidates.
Nevertheless, Patterson says the events that have been billed as political debates have been useful, if for no other reason than people may be
prompted to examine issues and candidates critically.
"In the end, the people make the issues into what they want them to
be," Patterson said.
There is one other obvious issue about debates between Jones and
Hopkins that bears mentioning.
For his last several campaigns for Congress from the 6th -District,
Hopkins has refused the requests of his opponents to debate. His reasoning has been consistent. Hopkins said he doesn't want or need to give his
opponents the publicity, whatever public interest there might be
notwithstanding.
Seeing him now demanding the opportunity to debate defines political
expediency.
• • • •
(Mark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The Associated
Press.)
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Smart crooks know gunsfire back
A wise old thief once told me
the two secrets of his success and
longevity.
He never carried a weapon. So
even if he was caught, a judge
might be lenient because he hadn't
endangered anyone.
And by avoiding people, he
didn't run the risk that one of them
might have a gun and would blow a
big hole in his chest.
That's why someone choosing a
career in crime is much better off
becoming a warehouse burglar,
embezzler, junk bond wizard or
politician. You're less likely to be
shot.
So I don't understand why there
has been even the slightest controversy or debate about a guntoting robber who was shot by a
bus driver the other day.
If you missed the story, here's
what happened.
A Greyhound bus was going
from New York to Atlantic City
when a man drew a gun, hijacked
the bus, and began robbing the
other passengers. It's thought that
he might have picked that bus
because it was heading for a casino
town and the passengers were likely to be carrying thick wads.
When he got near the driver, he
driver stomped the brakes. The
gunman stumbled. The driver and
another passenger wrestled the robber for the gun. The gunman
shouted that he would kill the
driver.
They fell from the bus. The driver wound up with the gun. The robber ran and the driver fired and
wounded him in the back.
A perfect case to be submitted to
that ultimate American jury — the
radio call-in talk show.
Flipping through my car radio. I
heard it being discussed on two stations. While most people praised
the bus driver, several said that
shooting the man was wrong.

4116

ROYKO SAYS
•-•"••

Mike Royko

‘SoP

Syndicated columnist
Their argument went this way:
The driver had already disarmed
the robber, so the robber was no
longer dangerous, especially since
he was trying to run away. And it
is wrong, even a criminal act, to
shoot an unarmed man in the back.
This tells me two things about
these people.
First, they are kind and gentle,
with a strong sense of fairness,
since they don't want to see even a
robber shot, especially in the back.
As we all know, From watching old
Western movies, shooting someone
in the back isn't sporting.
Second, it's a safe bet that not
one of these who sympathized with
the wounded robber has ever
looked down the barrel of a gun
held by a menacing stranger.

That jarring experience can
change your ideas about fairness.
Show me somebody who has been
robbed at gunpoint and I'll show
you someone who probably thinks
it would be quite fair to drop the
gunman off the top of the tallest
building in town.
• So they're missing a key element
in the bus shooting. And it's this:
When somebody points a gun at
you — an act taht amounts to the
threat of death — you are to be
forgiven if you don't react kindly,
gently and with total fairness.
And it's a bit unreasonable to
expect a driver whose bus was
hijacked while he was at the wheel,
and who struggled with a man who
shouted death threats, to remain

World editorial roundup

A nuclear arms time warp
Aug. 5; Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal:
Is the U.S. Senate caught in a time warp? Just one day after the presidents of the United States and Soviet Union signed a treaty to reduce the
number of each side's nuclear weapons, the Senate voted for construction
of anti-ballistic missile defenses in the United States and for four more
B-2 stealth bombers. Neither system is needed.
The Senate's rationale for the costly ABM system and B-2 bombers is
flawed.
Rather than addressing the nation's defense needs in view of dramatically changed political conditions worldwide, the Senate has chosen
instead to fashion new bogeymen to perpetuate the defense drain upon the
national treasury. The House should continue to resist the temptation to
resuscitate a lagging defense industry at the expense of the nation's overall financial health.

calm and ponder the appropriateuse of force.
The driver didn't have much
time to consider various options.
One moment, he was struggling
with a potential murderer. The
next, he had the gun in his own
hand and a potential murderer was
running away.
At such a time, it's unlikely the
average citizen would rub his chin,
and say: "Hmmmm. Although he
might have killed me, I recall from
high school civics that he is
entitled to have his rights read to
him, and if he can't afford counsel.
one will be appointed, and he will
be judged guilty or innocent by a
jury of his peers. On the other
hand, he is escaping. And since he
is clearly a danger to society.
shouldn't I stop him? What to do.
what to do? Hey, is anybody on
this bus an ACLU liwyer?"
In contrast, the robber had a lot
of time to consider his career
choice. Pointing guns at people can
be profitable; you set your own
hours; you don't need a resume.
references or even a high school
diploma; you don't pay union dues;
and it's unlikely that you would
pay state or federal income taxes.
Not a bad deal. But there is a
down side. Point a gun at people
and one of them might shoot you.
Any self-respecting stickup man
knows that is a hazard that comes
with the job.
Unfortunately, it doesn't happen
often. In any year, more Chicago
cops are shot than robbers. And
more cab drivers and grocers are
shot than cops.
So when someone such as that
bus driver bags one on the fly.,„ why
quibble over hip, thigh -or back?
I'm sure that if the stickup man
was given a choice of being shot in
the back or the nose, he'd take the
back. If nothing else, he titI has
his looks.
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Evidence proves marijuana
contains harmful effects
That time of year has arrived again.
Marijuana harvest season. Some experts say marijuana is Kentucky's
largest cash crop. Ironically, last
spring, an unsuccessful candidate for
governor ran on a "grassy platform."
This gubernatorial candidate expressed the opinion that marijuana
was a "safe" drug which should be
legalized. The voters of the Commonwealth of Kentucky soundly rejected
this argument at the polls in May,
1991.

Commonsense tells us that marijuana is, in fact, a rather dangerous
drug. Scientific evidence also provides conclusive evidence that marijuana is deadly.
It is a commonly accepted fact the
marijuana grown today contains
much more TUC Tetrahydrocannabinol than that grown in the past. As a
result of the increased strength
(THC), the physical affects on the
body include short-term memory loss,
distortion of time and depth perception, lung damage, as well as an
increase in heart rate, which can be
harmful for those with high blood
pressure conditions. In addition,some
scientific studies have shown that
marijuana weakens the ability of the
body to fight diseases. Similarly,
habitual use of marijuana by women
before conception and during pregnancy has been associated with a
high incidence of fetal toxic effect and
neonatal death.
There is no doubt from reviewing
the records of those arrested for
marijuana use, that, marijuana is
psychologically addictive. Marijuana
users believe in their mind that they
must have the drug. Because of this
belief, users spend enormous amounts
of money on the drug which could
better be spent elsewhere. Marijuana
abusers will spend their last dime on
marijuana and allow their children to
go hungry„ — -Marijuana's most deadly affect arises in those situations when it is
combined with other drugs such as

UK staff to broaden
perspective by taking
five-day tour of state

I,

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Sarah Vaughn has spent a lot of time
in Kentucky, but she hopes to get a
broader perspective of the state
during a 1,000-mile University of
Kentucky staff tour this week.
•Vaughn, a UK librarian, is
among 24 UK faculty and administrators who will travel by bus
through Frankfort, Louisville,
Cadiz and Hindman — and points
in between- during the five-day
trek that be ns in Lexington Monday morning.
"I lived seven years in Owensboro. I've been to some areas in
western Kentucky but I've never
spent much time traveling in the
eastern part of the state," said
Vaughn, who has worked at the
university for 15 months.
"I think it will be a nice opportunity to get a view on the state on
the local level," she said. "I work
with people in the community colleges, so I will be able to see them
on their terrain."
The tour, called "My New Kentucky Home," is patterned after
programs at Clemson. Georgia and
Wisconsin that give new employees
a better understanding of their state
and the role of the university.
Fourteen people expected on the
trip are new employees, seven have
been at UK for one year and three
have been at tbe university for two
years.
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More
Program
Cars Now at

PEPPERS
'91 Dodge
Dynasty: V-6,

alcohol and a driver subsequently gets
behind the wheel of a car. The death
and destruction caused by this combination is enormous.
Law enforcement agencies at this
time of the year rely upon citizens to
provide anonymous tips as to the
precise location of marijuana growing
activities. Even though aerial surveillance is used by many police agencies,
marijuana growers have reduced the
size of their plots and have gone to
great lengths to prevent airborne
detection. I urge all citizens to maintain a vigilant lookout for marijuana
growing activities and report suspicious behavior to the Kentucky State

Police, Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, the Murray City Police,
or the County Attorney's office. Remember, marijuana is not safe; it is
destructive.

auto., A/C, tilt cruise.
Factory warranty.

.
'91 Dodge
Dynasty: V-6,
auto., A/C, split
seat, tilt cruise.
Factory waranty.

'91 Plymouth
Acclaim: Auto.,
Donna Keller, a teacher at Murray Middle School, was among 19 earth science teachers from middle
schools in the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative to attend a Murray State University summer institute for teching meteorology in late July. She is shown with Dr. John Guyton, assistant professor in the
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, one of the instructors for the institute conducted at
the Mid-America Remote Sensing Center (MARC)on the campus. Teachers from 14 different school systems earned graduate-level credit for attending the institute. MARC houses computer equipment used to
display and analyze remotely sensed satellite data, including information from weather satellites. Murray
State faculty from the College of Education and the College of Science participated in the institute.

NC, tilt, cruise,
blue. Factory
warranty.

'91 Plymouth
Acclaim: Auto.,
NC, tilt, cruise,
maroon. Factory
warranty.

Two arrests made after church holdup

Horoscopes
TODAY'S CHILDREN are optimistic,fair-minded and often theatrical!
Counton their strong humanitarian instincts to surface early in life. Unusually
forgiving,they will tolerate almost anything except dishonesty. Efficient by
nature, these Leos know how to channel their resources and talents in order
to make the greatest impact. Their deep interest in seeing justice done could
lead to a career in law enforcement or politics.
(To order a revised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon:s hest-selling book "Yesterday.Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send $8.95 plus $1 postage and handling to
Dixon, c/o Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel.)
••••

'91 Plymouth
Acclaim: Auto.,

The two apparently were on a
two-day shopping spree using stolen checks to buy hundreds of dollars worth of merchandise. The

MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Police have arrested two Ohio residents in connection with a holdup
at a rural Greenup County church.
Robert Delabar, 48, and his girlfriend, Dana Ramsey, 39, both
from Portsmouth, were arrested
Friday after they attempted to pass
checks stolen in the'heist at shoe
store in Maysville, police said.

NC, Tilt, cruise,
white. Factory
warranty.

checks were stolen from members
of a bible study group who were
•
robbed at gunpoint Wednesday
night at the Hopewell United
Methodist Church at Oldtown.

'91 Dodge Grand
Caravan S.E.:
Windows, locks, V6. Loaded. Factory
warranty.

TUESDAY,AUGUST 13, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Remembering your past experiences
will help you make new strides in
career or business now. Repair your
relationship with a sibling in October. A new diet and exercise program
will let you say goodbye to recent
health concerns. Romance will
brighten February and March of 1992.
Count on an older person to play a
more prominent role in your business
and financial affairs next spring.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: hockey great Bobby
Clark,Cuban President Fidel Castro,
director Alfred Hitchcock,singer Dan
Fogelberg.
ARIES (March 2 I -April 19):
Someone comes up with a plan that
makes you feel more comfortable.
Keep a sharp eye on your goals or
they could slip out of reach. Keep a
bright idea to yourself for a while.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Family and household duties are
quickly met when you tackle them
with determination. You and your
mate are on the same wave length
now. Stop taking yourself so seriously. Laugh at your foibles.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
day for simple pleasures, casual entertainment and inspired creativity.
Spice up your love life by planning a
special weekend getaway. Romance
thrives on considerate gestures. Listen sympathetically.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Good things,including new financial
benefits, are coming your way. Be
more tolerant ofother people's fears.
Your efforts to help someone relax..
will be richly rewarded. Welcome
constructive suggestions.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): Welcome
new job responsibilities with a positive attitude. Be energetic. Faraway
friends are eager to get in touch with
you. Pondering a recent decision can
be enlightening. Set aside more time
for meditation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
change in your living arrangements
is indicated. Travel enjoys favorable
influences. Go somewhere with a
person who shares your ideals and
interests. Become partofthecomputer
generation. Learn high-tech skills.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Key
support will be available to further
your goals. New contracts and collabmations-arefavored. An agreemen
finalized today leads to a celebration
tonight.Touch base with your artistic
genius!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You and your friends may decide to
pool your resources. Sharing your
thoughts could lead to a spiritual
awakening. Loved one is both idealistic and impressed by power. Sensitivity is essential in romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21):Someone suggests fresh ideas to
use in your work. You are achieving
a lot and enjoying the challenge.
Hidden concerns are revealed. Talk
over complex feelings with your
loved ones. Others admire your
candor.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Your efforts to travel somewhere or
return home could go awry unless
you stay alert. Remain loyal to
someone who loves you despite recent
squabbles.The romantic scene is rosy.
Stress clear communication.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.- 18):
Chaotic thinking is really an attempt
to fulfill yourself by pleasing neighbors and co-workers as well as
yourself. Beautiful and exciting
things are shared. Putting your
household in order gives you a sense
of accomplishment.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
special project proceeds nicely,
thanks to your efforts. You benefit by
working in harmony with friendly
people. Revamp your fitness program. A romantic relationship continues to amaze you.

111- 14:-5th-St.

753-3824

Beginning August 15th
We Will Only
Be Open On

Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
BBO Ribs On Al! 3 Days

KNOTH'S BANE('
759-1712

auto., NC. Local
car. Blue.

'89 Dodge D-150:

Starting Sunday, August 18, 1991

V-8, AC, 2 tone.
Local truck.

e041.0*.444.4e getmz You

'89 Colt: 3 dr., AC, 5
speed. Local car,

Me.4244e."
41

'89 Jeep Grand
Wagoneer: V-8,

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow '

leather. Loaded
local trade.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

'89 Dodge Dynasty:
V-6 Loaded.
35,000 miles. Local
Car

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

'89 Ford Escort
Wagon: 5 speed,

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

AC. Local Car.

Auto
Talailaw
Life
saran
Home
4.g.
Health
Business
Annuities

'88 Dodge
Dynasty: V-6,

A tradition in service
since 1981

auto., A/C. Local
car. New tires.

r---- (502, --,
I 753-0632 I
Tracy D. McKinney

'88 Dodge
Shadow: 4 door.,

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

A/C. Local car.
Auto.

The StiperGuard Response has a

LIFETIME FREE
REPLACEMENT
WARRANTY**

Een after
50,000 mile
road test,
this tire
surpassed
new tire
standards
for strength
& endurance

YET IT'S
SUPER-LOW PRICED!

SIZE

each when you
buy 2 or more

SAVE
RoadHandlei.

2 Or Met? ea •
_FloadelporIler 504
$36 99
41 99
47 99
59 99
57 99
59 99
69 99
66 99
69 99
70 99
59 99

$20 to $44
on a set of 4

RoadHandler
Radials'

$3288
42 88
47 88
5248

P185r75R14
P195r75R14
P205/75R14

55 88
5786
58.88

P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

59 88
61 88
62 88
63 88

Completely loaded.
Leather. Local car.

,

'87 Pontiac
Sunbird: 4 door,
auto., NC. 45,000
moles.

'86 Dodge D-150:
318, auto., NC.
Local truck.

••Stioori r,re fa clue to Jeter. •••
ermte,
ato•••o,
,
1 - -s",0

SIZE

BACKED BY SEARS

'86 Jeep
Comanche 4x4:
6 cyl., auto., A/C, 2
tone. .

2 of fro,e °A
RoadHandter SO Rpaotier,dler.

P155/80R13
P155/80R13
PI 75/80R13
P185/80R13

$43.99
55 99
60 99
c499

P185/70SR1 4
P185/75R14
13195/75R14
P205/70SR1
P205/75R14

66 99
70 99
75 99

$47 99
60 99
66 99
69 99
69 99
68 99
75 99
73 99
79 99

"Whatever It Takes, We Want
to be Your Car and Truck
Company"

PEPPERS

Low as

60,
%NEAR°
TREAD

vgARRAH"

sEATIRE &

$

Murray

6
99

each when you
buy 2 or more

AUTO
1^‘
1'
9 CENTER

Bel-Air Center

2 or roo,e ea'1
31 01

P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P175/801413
P185/80R13

SAVE ON TIRES MADE BY MICHEUN
••,•1114
:4
.
40,

'87 Mercury Sable
LS Wgn.:

on a set of 4

(MY 78705,

RoadHandler SCR

V-6, auto., A C
14,000 miles.

$32 to $64

88

$49.99

'88 Dodge Dakota:

SAVE

Low as

(MY 43221)
• Up to 650 cold cranking
amps'
• Up to 125 minutes
reserve capacity'

155SR12
145$R13
165SR13
165/70SR13
175SR14
185SR14
195/60SR14
195/70SR14
205/70SR14
195/80SR15
165SR15

i

'89 Dynasty: V-6,

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.

SEAIRS

SIZE

Factory warranty.

FALL SCHEDULE

DIEHARD

( NEW HOURS)

'91 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: V-6. Loaded.

(Disciples of Christ)

America's best-selling
replacement battery!

Hwy. 641 N.

MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 1991

P205/75R15
P215/70SR15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

78 99
80 99
83 99
87 99

82 99
87 99
87 99
88 99
95 99

*Stupet,no ,rtclurjeci to store lip,,,,
as advertised Se• stone to,*ace-.

GREAT AUTO SERVICES'''"—('
"
stra,rp, oth•f•til
• Tire onstalleiton
• Brake mule@
• Electron's spin balancing

• Oil Allbe rerv1C11
•Tune ups

753-2310

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
•

—

2400 E. Wood St.-Paris, TN
642-5661
1-800-748-8816
.
.
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR

Anniversary reception on Saturday
JO'S DATEBOOK

Monday, Aug. 12
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, SL Leo Catholh. Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m."First Christian Church.
First United Methodist Church
events include Lake Junaluska
trip/7 p.m. and Reach-out Callers
II/1 p.m.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support GroupP p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom/Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women/
9:30 a.m./Majestic Royale, Holiday
Inn.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Deacons meeting/7 p.m.
and Puppets/8 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Choir
supper/5:30 p.m.
Prayer Group/7 p.m./St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Administrative offices at Murray
State University will resume hours
of 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Tuesday, Aug. 13
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
LBL events include Bed Turning/
all day, and Iron Industry/10:30
a. m .
and
1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Birds of
Prey/10 a.m. and Return of the Red
Wolf/2:30 p.m./WNC.
Cardiac Support Group will not
meet today at board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
(Coni'd on page 7)

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city.
'
WELCOME
WAGON
As
Representative it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

1Veirpnelfrr

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert P. Jackson
Jr. of North Fort Myers, Fla., will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday. Aug. 17.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Trinity United Methodist
Church, Paducah.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson were married Aug. 23, 1941, by the Rev.
Charlie Gale at Charleston, Mo.
Their attendants were Bill and
Betty Fair.
Mrs. Jackson, the former Alice
Fair, is the daughter of the late
Roby L. Fair and Versie Harrison
Fair. She is a former employee of
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Jackson is the son of the late
Hubert P. Jackson and Meda Farris
Jackson. He retired in 1980 from
Union Carbide, Paducah.
Their three children are Daniel
Jackson and Mrs. Diane Hilton of
Paducah and Mrs. Debbie Osgood
of Dublin, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have seven
grandchildren.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center in Murray will conduct a board
meeting on Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at the Life House The main item
on the agenda will be the annual fund-raising banquet. All board members
are requested to be in attendance. Life House, a co-operative church ministry to women and girls in crisis pregnancy, is located at 1506 Chestnut
St., Murray.

ealle

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday. Aug.
13, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela.
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert P. Jackson Jr.

Alpha Mu meets at Fleming home
Highlight of the business/
educational meeting of Alpha Mu
#4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority on July 16 was
the "Gardening With Flowers and
Shrubs" educational given by
Kathie Fleming, educational director and hostess.
Mrs. Fleming showed new landscaping she and her husband, Don,
have been planting. Referring to
"Taylor's Garden Book," she
pointed oat botanical and common
names of the plants. A particular
hit was the Butterfly Bush, also
known as Budleria.
Karen Falwell, president, presided. Mary Vidmer, recording secretary, read the minutes and Mrs.
Fleming gave the treasurer's report.
The 1990-91 books for the sorority were audited by Helen Campbell and Karen Falwell and gave
them back to the 1991-92 treasurer,
Margaret Terhune.
Philanthropic hours were listed
for the past month. Mrs. Terhune
and Mrs. Vidmer reported receiving birthday cards from Jonquil
Girl Joan Vidmer.
Order blanks for stainless steel
knifes were distributed by Mrs.
Campbell, ways and means chairman. Alpha Mu members will also
be selling pecans again this year.
The publicity reported was given
by Mrs. Terhune in the absence of
Helen Steffen, publicity chairman.
Mrs. Steffen had sent money to be
donated for the Disaster Fund
drawings and was the winner,
receiving a New Guinea Impatiens
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plant which carried out the educational theme.
Refreshments of angel fii-od

cake, fruit, ice cream and assorted
drinks were served by Mrs.
Fleming.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Aug. 14, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

Colorado group plans event
Former residents of the state of Colorado now residing in this area are
making plans for a special get-together at a time and place to be announced
later. They are following the tradition set by those residents of California in
planning a social to meet and socialize together. Any one from the state of
Colorado residing in this area and interested in this special event is asked to
call Karen Chapman, 753-5470.

Pinochle group at center
A Pinochle Club meets each second and fourth Wednesday of the month
at 1 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. The club will play at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 14. For those desiring to learn how to play pinochle, a class
will be at 10 a.m, on the same day. There is no charge for this group. For
information call Dovie Williams, 753-1438.

Kathie Fleming, left, hostess and educational director of Alpha Mu
#4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, shows Kerria
Jaconica to members, from left, Helen Campbell, Karen Falwell and
Mary Vidmer, at a chapter meeting at her home.

Books discussed at meeting

Recovery to meet Tuesday
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Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Kirksey Methodists holding revival
Kirksey United Methodist Church is holding will hold a series of revival
services. Services will be at 7 p.m. through Wednesday, Aug. 14. New Vitamins for the Christian Community" is the theme for the services. The Rev.
Stan McDaniel, pastor of Maury City First United Methodist Church, Maury
City, Tenn., is the evangelist. Refreshments will be served following the services, Monday through Wednesday. pecial music will be by Debbie Gordon,
Monday, Faith, Tuesday, and Sandra Thurman, Wednesday.

Woman's Club meeting tonight
The Murray Woman's Club officers and chairmen will have an orientation
meeting tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
The plan of work for 1991-92, the contest rules, and other information will
be presented. It is important that departmental officers, particularly the treasurers and contest chairmen attend this informative meeting, said Gerry
Reed, president. The video tape, KERA 90, a summary of the new education legislation will be shown to familiarize the members with it in preparation for the Education Seminar scheduled for Sept. 11 and 12. Mrs. Reed
asks members to note the place of meeting for Monday to be the Calloway
County Public Library.

24-11opr Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg Kg 492 8348

BPW will meet Thursday
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Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, Aug. 15,
at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's Restaurant, North 12th Street, Murray. Cindy Ragsdale, director of Social Work Services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will talk about 'Alzheimer's and Living Wills." All interested persons are
invited to attend.

di
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Gloria Shull, right, project chairman for Murray Christian Women's
Club, is assisted by her daughter, Julie Shull, left, in discussing some
of the books from Stonecroft Ministries at the July luncheon of the
club. A Prayer Coffee for the club will be Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 9:30
a.m. at the home of Martha White, 800 Shady Lane, Murray. The
"Food Fare" luncheon will be Tuesday. Aug. 20, at 12 noon at Seen
Seas Restaurant. Luncheon reservations should be made by Sunday
eYening, Aug. 18, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn
Pritchard, 753-9930. All women of the area are invited to attend.

753-0605
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Dance wear, shoes and accessories available,
,;sins eAriallt Cctizetan — '
Aud1os-01411AI

Al

Athl AAA/
306 Main St.
759-4979

Schumacher
*Seabrook
Sun-Wall
'Seabrook Ends 8-17-91

PDTA

Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, Aug. 14, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet during the month of August in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Shirley
Lamb, 762-1170.

Samantha Dawn Ashcraft born

Tues., Aug. 13
3 p.m.-6 p.m.

If no answer: 753-5352
903 Arcadia Circle
Murray, KY 42071

Bereavement Support Group will meet

MOZZA
PAINTS

30

°
/0 Books

Bali Mini-Blinds 55r7( Off

Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Ashcraft of P.O. Box 968, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Samantha Dawn, weighing six pounds, measuring 181/2
inches, born on Friday, July 5, at 2:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Michelle Stambaugh Grandparents are Tommy and Jenny Stambaugh, Murray, Jaye and Eunice Hortenbury, Frankfort,
and Lucian and Ruth Ashcraft, Lexington.

TI
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Arts and Crafts event planned
The Lake Barkley Homemakers Club will sponsor its 10th Annual Founder's Day Arts and Crafts Show on Saturday, Aug. 24, at Eddyville. To
reserve a space or for more information please call Lisa Adams at
1-388-2930 or Ann Walker at 1-388-2065, or write to Lake Barkley Homemakers, P.0 Box 761, Eddyvilfe, Ky. 42038

•••
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Clelland-Allbritten wedding planned

Couple will be married for 60 years
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington
will celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary on Thursday, Aug. 15.
The event will be celebrated
with family and friends.
Mrs. Billington is the former
Elvie McDaniel.
She is the daughter of the late
Preston McDaniel and Ada Jane
Barnett McDaniel of Calloway
County.
Mr. Billington is the son of the
late D.W. Billington and Ettie Pearl
Williams Billington of Calloway
County.
He has been associated with
Murray Insurance Agency of
Murray.
They have one son, Glen Billington of Longview. Texas, and three
daughters, Mrs. Mary Shipley and
Ms. Martha Huie, both of Murray.
and Mrs. Linda Lee of Dallas,
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Billington have six
grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

Ms. Patsy Rose Clelland and
Terry Edward Allbritten, both of
Murray, announce their approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Oliver McCaig
of Steele, Mo.
The groom-elect is the stepson
of Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Farley of 102
South Ninth St., Murray.
Both Ms. Cle!land Mr. Allbritten
are employed at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at
7:30 p.m. at Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, U.S. Highway 641
South, Murray.
No invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are invited to
attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington

Patsy Rose CleHand
Terry Edward Allbritten

Oaks'ladies will
play bridge and
golf Wednesday
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Aug. 14.
Bridge with Corine McNutt as
hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Linda Oliver and Hazel Beale
as hostesses. Players will be paired
at the tee.
The ladies' luncheon for Wednesday has been cancelled by Lynn
Griffiths and Margaret Maddox
because of a conflict with a teachers' meeting and a ladies tournament at Benton Country Club.
The Jeanne Falwell Leukemia
Golf Tournament will be played on
Friday, Aug. 23, at the Oaks club.
This is an open tournament for
both men and women and interested persons are urged to sign up
at the pro shop. The tournament is
sponsored by the Local Life Underwriters' Association.

• Dine and sleep in historic
Shakertown

Louisville
(502) 363-2652
or
Toll Free
(800)366-LUNG

Tuesday, Aug. 13
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Group/4:30
p.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, Aug. 13
Murray Lions Club will
meet/6:30 p.m./Murray Woman's
Club House.
Calloway County Public Library

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
THEOS, support group for
widowed men and women/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Lunch/12:30
p.m./Louie's.

Carol Harmon, a recent arrival to
Murray, now working at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, has an
exhibit of her prints in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public
Library.
The 14 prints hanging in the
library meeting room are mostly
nature photographs. Carol's favorite subject.
She is the exhibiting artist for
the month of August at the local
library.
Harmon adopted photography as
an avocation about nine years ago.
In a short time her work has
gained recognition in many areas
of the state, at the Festival Market
and the Waller Avenue Blood Center, Lexington, as well as the Dogwood Arts Festival, Knoxville,
Tenn., where she, has received

segiulia Ceektas
Dues
&
Gg
Boys & Girls
Ages 3 and up
•Tapp-Ballet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

be hostesses.
the lineup but
come and be
The lineup

Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/Weeks
Community Center/9-11:30 a.m.
(inside) and 12:30-3 p.m. (outside).

Carol Harmon holds a recent publication of Lexington. Reflections of
the Bluegrass Heartland, which contains many of her works. She is
exhibiting artist for August at Calloway County Public Library.

•Enjoy the rustic beauty of
Kentucky's backroads

Those not listed in
desiring to play may
paired at the tee.
is as follows:

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Aug.
14, at 9 a.m.
Inus Orr and Billie Wilson will

•Equipment
•Tumbling &
Cheerleading

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, Aug. 13th
P.3e a.m .-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext.
& Fairlane

awards for several years.
The local photographer was chosen as Photographer of the Year by
members of Applachian Photography Club to which she belonged
before coming to Murray.
The public is invited to view the
exhibit throughout the month of
August. Also all prints are for sale
as hung, a library spokesperson
said.

LaDawn Cook is the recipient of
a S200 award scholarship from
CBM Computer Center.
She is a graduate of Calloway
County High School.
" The award was based on her
high school academic and activity
record.
Cook will attended Murray State
University this ball. She plans to
major in Fashion Merchandising.

events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Grace 13.aptist Church Auditorium
Class Fellowship/prior to services.

Winners of play on Wednesday.
Aug. 7, have been released by Patty Claypool and Lois Keller, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Social Security Representative/
Stewart.;
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway
First flight - Cathryn Garrott.
County Public Library.
also medalist;
Second flight - Rainey
Murray Christian Women's Club
Prayer Coffee/9:30 a.m./home of Apperson;
Third flight - Rowena Cullom;
Martha White.
Fourth flight - Marion Poole.
Memorial Baptist Church
WMU/2 p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.

Kirksey Baptist Church
Aug. 14-17
speakers

Music

Wednesday - James Stom
Thursday - Roy Southland
Friday - Dennis Norvill

Ki Hoon Choi, Korea
Helen Jones
Gracie Erwin and
Anna Jones
Erica and Ben Cossey

Saturday - Heady Thweat

EVERYONE WELCOME
MEMBERS EXPECTED
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

MONDAY
EVERY Atmosphere

Holly lost 10 lbs.
first week of
program

Casual

Our Huge 8 oz.
Top Sirloin Steak

Wanda Henry of
Heart & Tole Craft
Store lost 371/4- in
two weeks.

Choice of Potato, French Toast,
and Free Full Salad Bar

EVERY TUESDAY
Complete
Spaghetti Dinner
w/Free Salad Bar
Special Offer Doesn't Include Supplements

204 S.

*35 Years Teaching Experience
*Complete Line Dance Supplies
*Member of: SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP

Tee 1 - Ann Brown, Jeri Andersen
and Mug Rigsby:
Tee 9 - Lois Keller, Bonnie Kessler.
LaVerne Claxton and Della Miller;
Tee 10 - Patty Claypool, Marion
Poolle, LaVerne Ryan and Rebecca
Land oil
Tee 11 - Rebecca Irvan, Rebecca
West, Hazel Hill and Shirley Jenstrom
Tee 12 - Freda Steely, Sue Costello Jane Fitch and Mary Frances Bell,
Tee 13 - Louise Lamb, Anna Mary
Adams, Lula Bingham and Faria
Alexander:
Tee 14 - Edith Garrison, Rowena
Cullom, Nancy Haverstock and Martha
Sue Ryan;
Tee 15 - Billie Cohcon, Peggy
Shoemaker, Billie Wilson and Norma
Frank;
Tee 16 - Toni Hopson, Sue Brown.
Betty Hinton and Betty Scott;
Tee 17 - Margaret Shuffett, Terry
Shertzer. Betty Stewart and Tonja
Fike,
Tee 18 - Betty Jo Purdom, Frances
Hulse, lnus Orr and Evelyn Jones.

5th St.. Murray
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Daly's long drives makes PGA title short work
come true. I owe it to the fans. I
won this for the fans, and I think
the fans won this tourney for me. I
really do," said Daly, who pumped
his arms wildly as he walked the
final fairway to the 18th green.
"Walking up 18, 1 can't express
my feelings," he said. "I had
chills all down my body. I think
everyone knows this is a Cinderella
story. I think that's why the fans
got behind me so much. Nobody
knew who I was when I got here,
but they certainly made me feel at
home."
Daly, the longest hitter in professional golf and a last-minute entry,
completed his improbable and
incredible victory with Sunday's
round at 1 -under par. Even a

CARMEL, Ind. (AP) — John
Daly didn't just run away from the
rest of the field. He drove. And
drove. And drove.
And for four rounds in the PGA
Championship, it was all the others
who crashed trying to keep up with
him.
"I didn't think. I jug hit it,"
said Daly, a virtual unknown who
easily won over an enthusiastic
crowd and had even the sport's
established stars shaking their
heads in amazement with his powerful drives.
The tour rookie tamed the long,
tough Crooked Stick course and
won the PGA Championship Sunday in his first major tournament.
''It's a miracle. It's like a dream

Scorecards
CARMEL Ind rAP) — Cards of the leaders Sunday after In Onal round of the 61 4 nollon 73rd PGA
Champonshop played or, the 7 289-yard par-??
Crooked Sock Cod Club course
Par out
443 453 445-36
Daly out
5.33 443 445-35
lielIk• Out
343 454 444.35
Gelaghin our
433 553 435-35
Kral ou t
443 455 454 38
• •
• •
Par III
454 345 434-36-72-288
454 244 544-36-71-276
DO in
Loetzke rn
454 344 434-35-7O--279
Gallagher out
344 434 433-32-67-281
Knos rn
354 335 535-3674-282

double-bogey on the 17th hole
didn't stop him. By then, he still
had a three-stroke lead, and victory
— if not assured — was at least in
sight.
'I knew the golf course gave me
a great advantage. It was perfect
for my game. I knew all I had to do

Pirates take second straight
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pittsburgh Pirates rookie third baseman
John Wehner has been in the
majors only three weeks, so he'll
take advice anywhere he can get it.
His manager. Fellow players.
Umpires.
Umpires?
Wehner's two-run single in the
sixth inning drove in the go-ahead
run in the Pirates' 6-4 victory Sunday over St. Louis. more than making up for two errors he'd committed earlier. The hit also raised his
average to .380, the best of any
major league rookie.
Earlier, his temper was rising
until some advice from veteran
umpire Doug Harvey helped him
keep his cool.
Wehner was worried after his
two misplays helped St. Louis to a
3-0 lead in the third, and Harvey
could tell Wehner was mentally
kicking himself. Between innings,
Harvey casually told him to shrug
off the mistakes, that he'd get plenty of opportunities to make up for
them.
He did, exactly three innings

•

•
•

•

•

later.
"I guess I was pouting," said
Wehner, the first Pittsburgh native
to play for the Pirates in 16 years.
"He said I shouldn't swear at
myself or get down on myself, to
relax and just concentrate on making the next play.
"Hey, I'm a rookie and I need
advice. I still have a lot to learn.
I'll listen to any advice I can get,
from Jim Leyland or Bobby Bonilla
or Doug Harvey. But that was a
first, getting advice from an
umpire."
Of course. Harvey isn't just any
old umpire. The NL's senior
umpire. Harvey may be in his final
season and someday could find
himself in the Hall of Fame.
And as far as Leyland is concerned. Wainer will keep finding
himself in the lirieup as long as he
continues to hustle, make the routine play at third and contribute
some big hits.
"I'm not ready yet to put him in
the Hall of Fame like some people
... you still have to pick and choose
spots for him," Leyland said: "But

•

•

•

•

aa.
I

IP

• I,
.1b• •
•
• •
of.
• .

YOU CAN SAVE

$ 2,043
2.9

Compared To Current Rates With

I like what I see. He's a self-made
player. He'll stick his nose in the
dirt. He's a tough guy who will try
to figure out a way to hit.
"He won't keep up his current
pace, but I think he'll end up as a
good major league hitter."
With St. Louis leading 3-2 in the
sixth, the Pirates — losers of 11 of
their previous 14 — loaded the
bases with one out against Bob
Tewksbury (7-8). The Cardinals
could have pitched to Mike LaValliere with runners on second and
third, but manager Joe Torre
elected instead to walk him and
pitch to the, rookie.
"You've got to go with the inexperience there," Torre said.
Wehner went with the pitch and
hit a grounder a foot inside the foul
line at third to score two runs.
LaValliere later scored on pinchhitter Gary Varsho's force-play
grounder and Orlando Merced
made it 6-3 with a run-scoring
single. The four-run inning gave
reliever Roger Mason (1-0) his first
major-league victory since he won
for San Francisco on April 8, 1987.
Relievers Mason, Bob Kipper
and Bill Landrum, who got his first
save since June 29, held St. Louis
to an unearned run in 3 2-3
innings. The Pirates' offense took
care of the rest with 11 hits.
Since managing 15 hits in three
consecutive losses that dropped
their NL East lead to four games,
the Pirates have 25 hits in two
straight victories over St. Louis.
And their lead is back to a morecomfortable six games, the largest
of any division leader.
"We got a lot of big hits, some
big outs from our bullpen and
we're hanging in there with a rookie on third (Wehner) and a rookie
on first (Merced)," said Leyland
In other National League action.
it was Philadelphia 5, Montreal 4:
Chicago 3, New York 2 in 14
innings_ San Francisco 4, Los
Angeles 3; and Atlanta 3, Houston
1.

was hang in there," Daly said.
"Squeaky said,
So I
Just hanging around was what killed it,' said Daly, whose
got him into the tournament in the 286-yard average off the tee is the
first place. He got a telephone call longest in the PGA.
Wednesday night and drove to
He easily outdistanced his chalIndianapolis with his fiancee -- lengers with his drives and finished
just in case he got another call.
12 under par at 276 for the tournaEarly Thursday, only hours ment, beating Bruce Lietzke by
before the first round began, Daly three strokes.
joined the 151-player field -as an
"I felt comfortable through the
alternate. He also inherited caddy whole round'until I got to No. 16."
Jeff "Squeaky" Medlen from Nick he said.
Price, who withdrew to be with his
Not because it's a tough hole,
pregnant wife.
though. Just because it wasn't until
She gave birth to a boy on Fri- then that he fully realized how
day. By then, Daly was on his way close he was to winning, he said.
to the second-round lead, and he
"Then I felt the pressure. I never
stayed in front the rest of the way. got nervous until I got to 16. I kept
The advice from his new caddy telling myself this is just another
was simple, Daly said.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Sox rookie tosses no-hitter
By The Associated Press
Wilson Alvarez had pitched in the major leagues before. He just had
never gotten anyone out_
But on Sunday, Alvarez turned his ERA -of infinity into invincibility.
The 21-year-old rookie threw one of the most improbable no-hitters in
history, shocking his new Chicago White Sox teammates and shutting
down the Baltimore Orioles 7-0.
Alvarez, called up from Double-A on Saturday, pitched the sixth nohitter of the season in just his second big-league game. His other
appearance was for Texas on July 24, 1989 — he started against Toronto that day and faced five hitters without retiring a single one, giving
up three hits, including two home runs, and two walks.
"A couple years ago, I didn't have too much experience," Alvarez
said. "That happened too quick. They call me up after I played just
three weeks of AA ball. Right now I feel more comfortable."
Five days after losing that disappointing debut, he was traded to the
White Sox with Sammy Sosa and Scott Fletcher for Harold Baines and
Fred Manrique. Alvarez went back to the minorsind stayed there until
the White Sox decided last week to promote him from Birmingham,
where he was 10-6 with a 1.83 ERA.
Alvarez became the first rookie to throw a no-hitter since Oakland's
Mike Warren in 1983. He also was the youngest to pitch a no-hitter
Mee 21-year-old Vida Blue did it for Oakland in 1970.
The victory in Baltimore was Chicago's seventh straight and kept
the White Sox one game behind Minnesota in the American League
Wesi
In other games, Minnesota beat Seattle 5-2, Boston topped Toronto
9-6, Oakland defeated California 3-2, New York swept a doubleheader
from Detroit by 12-6 and 10-8 in 10 innings, Kansas City got past
Cleveland 3-2 in 13 innings and Texas beat Milwaukee 5-4 in 10
innings.
Alvarez struck out seven, walked five and survived two close calls.
In the seventh inning, Cal Ripken hit a bouncer in front of the plate.
Catcher Ron Karkovice fielded the ball but threw past first base, allowing Ripken to reach second.
Official scorer Phil Wood looked at several replays before ruling the
play an error.
"The replay clearly showed that the throw had him beat by half a
step," Wood said. "There was no indecision whatsoever."
In the eighth, Chris Holies led off with a sinking liner that center
fielder Lance Johnson dove for and caught inches off the ground.
"I thank him three times," Alvarez said. "I will thank him again
later."
Alvarez started the ninth by retiring Mike Devereaux on a routine
fly and striking out Juan Bell. After walking Ripken on four pitches
and Dwight Evans on five, the left-hander struck out Randy Milligan
with a nasty breaking ball.
Alvarez joined Nolan Ryan, Tommy Greene, Mark Gardner, Dennis
Martinez and a combination effort by four Baltimore pitchers as those
to throw no-hitters this season. Last year, there were a record nine nohitters.
The 15 no-hitters in the 1990s match the entire total of major league
no-hitters in the 1980s. No-hitters, however, are TIOt new for Alvarez;
between the ages of 11 and 16, he pitched a dozen no-nos.
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With 48 Payments
on 1991 Escorts.

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER

Stormin'
Murray duo leads Storm
Staff Report

Par 3 Golf Course.. 3.00
Golf Carts
3.00
Lighted Driving
Range
2.00
Miniature Golf
1 75
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
50c

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
Cash Price:
Total Down Payment:
Amount Financed:

'10,480
'1,000
'9,480

Lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

Annual Percentage -Rate: - 2.9%- Vs. - 12.50'"
Finance Charge:
'571
vs.
'2,614
Total of Payments: '11,051
vs. '13,094

SAVE $2,043
'29' APR Financing available to qualified buyers with approved credit
—12.5' APR is the national average rate for finance contracts purchased by Ford Credit
Company during May 1991

"The Area's Most Experienced Dealership"

WE'VE
MOVED!
Patricia Mullins,
Certified
Electrolygist,
relocated her

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
FrUDRV

701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

ELECTROLYSIS
(permanent hair removal)

STUDIO
to
806 Chestnut St.
(behind T J's Bar B Oue)

Call 753-8856
for tree consultation or appointment

Murray Laclgar & Times Sports

Thanks in part to Murray's Ethan
Crum and Robert Weatherly, the
Paducah Storm won their first-ever
AABC World Series championship.
The Storm defeated the Memphis
Tigers 12-9 on Sunday in Spring,
Texas, in 11 innings — a four hour
and 25-minute marathon in 100
degrece heat.
The championship completed an
incredible season for the Paducah
team that ended with a 15-0 playoff
record, a 62-11 overall mark, and a
24-game winning streak.
- Weatherly - made- rile ailtournament team altering hitting

two homers in a win over JTM of

Cincinnati, and going 2-for-6 in the
championship game, as he closed
the year with a 20-for-33 streak.
Crum scored the winning run in
the bottom of the seventh in the
win over JIM, as he singled and
scored when Chad Hamm hit a
two-run homer.
Crum hit an apparent gamewinning grand slam in the eighth
inning of the championship game,
but the pitch was nullified because
the third base umpire had called
time.
In the 10th, Hamm walked and
Crum hit a single. Hamm stole
third and-scored on a wild pitch,
but Memphis rallied for a run in
the home half of the inning.
Corey Erickson and Aaron Sapp
each homered in the 11th inning
and the Storm had a 12-9 victory.
Both Weatherly and Crum will
be freshmen this fall at Murray
High School.

Sports Writer
Jim LITKE
Associated Press

Length made
Daly different
CARMEL, Ind. (AP) — He
is very, very, very, very, very,
very long. But not very deep.
He does not have to be. Not
yet, anyway.
John Daly drove to the PGA
Championship from his home in
Memphis, Tenn., but came out
of nowhere to win it. He was
not even supposed to be in the
field, and so he did not have
time to draw up a plan for a
course he'd never seen.
He hit the ball so far it did
not make a difference.
"All four days of the tournament," Daly recalled, "I just
didn't think. Squeaky said, 'Kill
it,' and I killed it."
Simple as that. Put it on a
peg and air mail it to the next
county. Trouble is not trouble
when you can fly past it. He
just listened to Squeaky.
Except. Except for the first
two days of the tournament,
Daly thought he was listening
to someone named "Squiggy"
instead of "Squeaky." He knew
that his caddy's first name was
Jeff, but not that his last name
was Medlen — or that his
nickname was "Squeaky"
instead of "Squiggy." He had
inherited Squeaky from Nick
Price, whose spot in the tournament he had also inherited
when the South African pro
dropped out of the tournament
to be with his wife for the
birth of their first child.
None of this made a difference until Saturday, when Medlen inadvertently put the flagstick down behind the hole
while Daly was lining up an
eagle putt on the 11th green
and nearly cost him a twostroke penalty. By the time the
round was finished; Daly had
mastered all of Squeaky's names
— and probably thought up a
few new ones.
But as long as he was as
long as he was, John Daly did
not have to be deep. Nevertheless, he was always a quick
study.
He began playing golf as a
4-year-old growing up in Arkansas. He fished all the golf balls
he needed to play out of a
pond on the nine-hole course
near his home. He studied the
flickering image of Jack Nicklaus on TV for swing clues,
then went back to work on that
limber-backed lumberjack cut he
takes at the ball even today.
Soon enough, Daly could hit
the balls over the same ponds.
Then he learned to hit them
past whoever he happened to be
playing with or against. He
developed into a fine amateur
for both his high school and
college teams. But he left the
University of Arkansas after
three years, chafing under the
discipline and because he was
in a hurry to start playing for
money. He failed the PGA
Tour's qualifying school, won a
little in South Africa and then
some more on the Ben Hogan
Tour.
He made it finally, at age
25, to the PGA Tour at the
start of this season. And by
averaging 286 yards off the tee.
Daly went right to the top of
driving-distance list. Until Sunday, however, he never finished
on top of anything else.
Because as hard as he hit the
ball, Daly usually had a harder
time- finding it:
But by the middle of Sunday's round over difficult
Crooked Stick, the longest
course ever in play for a major
championship. Daly was four
strokes clear of the field and
his tee shots were traveling, on
(Coned on page 9)
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FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN.
Installation and Service

NM Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

753-4563

Of-

'FM: MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Actions& Reactions
PAN AM GAMES
HAVANA (AP) - With an overflow crowd of more than 55,000 tans
waving a sea of Cuban flags to a
never-ending barrage of horns,
whistles and drums, Cuba defeated
the United States 3-2 in baseball
Sunday. The only thing wilder than
the raucous crowd at Latino American° Stadium was losing pitcher Jeff
Ware, who threw four wild pitches
and walked four as the U.S. dropped
to 5-1. Cuba, which outscored its six
previous opponents by a combined
94-12, improved to 7-0. Lourdes
Gurriel led Cuba with a homer and
double. The teams will likely meet
again in the medals round.
•In other events, the Lisa Fernandez
threw a one-hitter as the U.S.
women's softball team beat Canada
14-1 in the championship game;
U.S. diver Eileen Richetelli won the
10-meter platform title, and Brazil
beat Cuba 97-76 in the women's
basketball title game.

COLLEGE
ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP) - The
University of Tennessee, facing
NCAA sanctions, said Sunday it
would voluntarily cut its coaching
staff by one full-time member and
reduce its maximum total of scholarships by 10. University president
Joseph E. Johnson said the selfimposed penalties were revealed to
the NCAA's Committee on Infractions during a 54 -hour hearing on
Tennessee s case. The NCAA has
accused Tennessee of five recruiting violations, all of which involved
former assistant coach Jack Sells.
The NCAA also charged the university with running an improper summer camp, an allegation Johnson
said the university defended during
the hearing.

FOOTBALL
LINCOLNSHIRE, Ill. (AP)- Chicago Bears kicker Kevin Butler was
arrested last week and charged with
drunken driving and speeding,
police said Saturday. Butler, who
signed a three-year contract with the
Bears this week, was charged early
Tuesday and released on a $3,000
personal recognizancEi bond, said
Sgt. Patrick Quillinan. Butler is
scheduled to appear in Lake County
Court in Waukegan on Aug. 23.
RIVER FALLS, Wis. (AP)- AllPro left tackle John Alt agreed to a
three-year contract with the Kansas
City Chiefs on Sunday.

at about 8:30 a.m. EDT on Saturday. Maguire played for the Bills in
the 1960s.

GOLF
JEREMY RANCH, Utah (AP) Dale Douglass took advantage of
Charles Coody's 5-over-par disaster
on the final two holes to capture the
Senior PGA Tour's Showdown
Classic on Sunday. Goody had a
double-bogey on the 17th and a
triple-bogey on the 18th to blow a
three-stroke lead.
STRATTON MOUNTAIN, Vt. (AP)
- Melissa McNamara shot a
2-under-par 70 for a two-stroke victory over Patty Sheehan in the
LPGA tour's Stratton Mountain
Classic on Sunday.
BROKEN ARROW, Okla. (AP)Frank Conner birdied the second
hole of a sudden-death playoff
against Tom Lehman in the Ben
Hogan Tour's Tulsa Open on
Sunday.

AUTO RACING

Length...

WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP) Ernie rvan captured Sunday's Budweiser at the Glen, a race marred by
a devastating crash that killed long- (Coed from page 8)
time NASCAR stock car driver J.D.
average, 30 yards farther than
McDuffie. McDuffle, 52, was prothe next-longest hitter in the
nounced dead minutes after the
field.
crash on the fifth lap of the 90-lap
"Goodness gracious," Nickevent. His Pontiac appeared to lose
a wheel, went off the course at laus said when asked to assess
about 160 mph, became airborne
Daly's swing. "What a coil.
and slammed into a tire wall and
What an unleashing of power.
adjoining guardrail. lrvan started
'The swing will get shorter
third and stayed at or near the front
on the 2.248-mile, seven-turn Watk- as time goes by, but for now
ins Glen International road course
go ahead and have fun with it.
until he spun while leading on lap
hit the heck out of it.''
48. He regained the lead- on the
He did just that over the four
68th lap and finished with a
6.75-second margin over Ricky days of the PGA Championship.
Rudd. Mark Martin finished third, fol- So much so that the galleries
lowed by Rusty Wallace, Dale Jar- gasped and fell in love with
rett and Darrell Waltrip.
him, the golfers walking the
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) Ayrton Senna of Brazil led the Hun- fairway ahead of him were
garian Grand Prix from start to finish forever looking back to avoid
in his McLaren Honda on Sunday, getting hit, and the men who
ending Nigel Mansell's three-race design the golf course were
winning streak.
It was Senna's
31st career victory, but his first heading back to their drawing
boards.
since May when he capped a fourSo much so that he has
race winning streak with a victory at
Monaco. He covered the 77 laps on created expectations that are
the 2.465-mile Hungaroring circuit in going to be difficult to live up
1 hour, 49 minutes, 12.796 seconds.
That broke the race record of to. DaIf- now has a 10-year
1:49:30.597 set by Thierry Boutsen exemption for all the PGA Tour
of Belgium last year. Senna aver- competitions, five-year exempaged 104.301 mph for the 189.851
tions for both The Masters and
miles.
the U.S. Open and an entree

into almost any event where
golf is being played for money„
"I had no idea all those
TORONTO (AP) - Third-seeded
Jennifer Capriati beat fourth-seeded things go with winning this."
Katerina Maleeva 6-2, 6-3 in the he said. "I
just came here to
final of the Player's Challenge on
Sunday. The 15-year-old Capriati, play golf."
That will no longer be
who beat Monica Sales in the final
of the Mazda Classic last week, enough. Everywhere John Daly
improved to No. 7 in the world.
tees it up from here on out,
MASON, Ohio (AP) - Sixth seeded Guy Forget defeated people are going to be demandseventh-seeded Pete Sampras 2-6, ing both the flash AND the
7-6 (7-4), 6-5 in the final of the ATP substance.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Daly made believers of his older
colleagues, some of whom hinted
earlier in the week they didn't
think he would stand up to the
pressure. They're doubters no
more.
"This course was set up for a
long-ball hitter," admitted Lietzke.
"There's only one of us out here
who can do it, and that's John.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - NBC
Sports commentator Paul Maguire
remained in critical condition Sunday after sustaining a heart attack.
Hospital officials said the 53-yearold Maguire spent a pain-free night
and was resting comfortably.
Maguire, in town for Saturday
night's exhibition game between the
Detroit Lions and Buffalo Bills, was
taken to Buffalo Memorial Hospital

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Saturday's Game.
Boston 7 TOKrlo 1
Detroit 5 Now York 1 le game
Detroit 4 klor Vogt, 0 2nd game
CNcago 6, Baltimore 4
Cieveand 1 Kansas City 0
Mirwaukee 5 Texas 2
Cali land 3 Calecvnia 1
Seante 8 Minnesota 0
Sunday's Games
New York 12 Dogtrot 6 1st game
Nom Yook 10 Detroit 8 10 innings 2r60 game
Chcago 7. Bakimore 0
Boston 9, Toronto 6
Kansas City 3. Cleveland 2 13 ,nn,ngs
Oakland 3, California 2
Minnesota S. Seattle 2
Texas 5, Milwaukee 4, 10 Innmps
Mendey's Genes
Cholgo (McDowell 14-61 at Bellmore (McDonald
5-6i. 635 pm
Boston (C•rnens 1211) at Toronto (Ju Guzskin
4-2), 635 pm
Catdornia (Finley 14-6) al Mnriesota (Morns 13-9i.
706 p m
Mks/auk/6e (Navarro 9-9) at Texas (B
NAP 3-41
7 35 p m
Oakland (VIelck 10-6) at Seem (Deluca 9-7)
905 pm

"I'm leaning toward the kid
being real. He'll be able to overpower 15 golf courses on the
tour," said Lietzke, who called
Daly's victory one of the biggest
longshots in golf history.
"This could be the longest shot
in professional golf, and maybe the
longest shot since the fighter (Buster Douglas) from Columbus beat
Mike Tyson - and I can't remember his name, so you know how
long a shot that was," Lietzke said.
Gallagher, who hails from nearby Marion, Ind., and was another
crowd favorite because of his Hoosier roots, said he "would be in
traction if I played with John Daly.
trying to hit as hard as he does.
He's playing an entirely different
golf course than we are."

SCHOOL

SPEC!ALS-

Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes
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Saturdey
Genes
C
sa
Nncag
Fo
ano
6 8,0
141,
4 YLork
o. 2
A n.4. 3
Philadelphia 4 Montreal 2
Pinstmrgh 11 Si Louis 5
Atlanta 4 HoyslOs 0
Sunday's Games
Phladolphia 5. Montreal 4
Pmslourgh 6 SI Loss 4
Atlanta 3 Houston 1
San Diego 13 Cincinnati 0
San Francisco 4 Los Angola 3
Chcago 3

New York 2, 14 Inn.ngs
Manday's Gomm
Nam York (Goodin 12-61
SI CP.Cepo (131461scki
11-7) 120 pm
1.60Mreal (De Martinez 11-6) at
Phladincilka (Mk
hoaand 10-10) 635 pm
S1 p Lm
ous (Doloon 5-6)
PotIspurgh (2 Smith
b0-8, 635 pm
Houston (J JONI* 6-71 at San
Diego (Mare 14-5)
905
99
pm05
m
a IL
perandt 9-11) at San
Francisco cillack
Cincinnati (Wes 5-9)

753-8355

Karen Fischer, M.D.
announces the opening
of her practice in

Psychiatric Medicine
Suite 174W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray;Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-6262
Monday - Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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SCOREBOARD

Daly's long drives...
(Coned from page 8)
tournament, just another tournament. I realized I couldn't tell
myself that anymore when I reached 16."
Even after three-putting for the
double-bogey on No. 17, he took a
three-stroke lead into the final hole
and clinched the victory and
$230,000 first prize with a par-4.
Lietzke came in at 70 for a fourround total of 279. Jim Gallagher
Jr. was at 5-under 67 for the round
and finished at 7-under 281, Kenny
Knox, Daly's partner in the final
twosome, bogeyed the last hole and
finished at 6-under 282, Steven
Richardson and Bob Gilder tied for
fifth at 283.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Hearing loss can be greater
risk for America's farmers

Prices for raw commodities
dropped for farmers in July

industry.
New tractors, especially those
with enclosed cabs, are quiet, he
said, but older ones pose problems.
Hog confinement buildings also
can be too loud, but generally it is
the repeated, prolonged exposure to
a variety of noises that damages the
hearing.

By LINDA A. JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer

DES MOINES, Iowa - The
stoop-shouldered, hard-of-hearing
old farmer in cap and overalls is
real - especially the hearing part.
'There's a tremendous hearing
loss associated with farming
because of the noise exposure,'"
said Bruce Plakke, an associate
professor of audiology at the University of Northern Iowa.
"The biggest thing is the farm
tractor, but then there are other
sources of noise like corn dryers,"
said Plakke, who researches hearing loss among farmers and in

By DON KENDALL
Associated Press Farm Writer

WASHINGTON - The Agriculture Department's index of prices
paid farmers for raw commodities
dropped 2.6 percent last month but
was able to stabilize at its yearearlier level.
Lower prices from June to July
for tomatoes, oranges, soybeans
and peaches were partially offset
by higher prices for eggs, milk,
celery and broilers.
Most prices are mid-month averages and will be revised in a report
scheduled for release Aug. 30.
The report also showed that
prices farmers pay to meet
expenses were down 0.5 percent
from April, when the previous
quarterly estimate was made. But
the July expenses were still up 2.7
percent from a year ago.
"Since last surveyed in April,
prices have decreased for feed,
feeder livestock and fuels," said
USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service. "Higher building
and fencing material prices were
partially offsetting."
Crop prices collectively dropped
6.2 percent from June but also
showed a 6.2 percent increase from
the year-earlier average.
The all-fruit price index in July
was down 8.5 percent from June
but still averaged 8.6 percent more
than a year ago.
"The largest contributor to the

Yet farmers rarely do anything
to prevent hearing loss, he said.
A study Plakke conducted last
year compared a group of farmers
in their 30s, 40s and 50s with people the same age who work in jobs
without significant exposure to
noise.

Ross Insurance Agency
4Fai
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Toshiba Introduces
a 200% Improvement!
Now you can enlarge originals
by up to 200% with fast paced
quality and user-friendly
performance,
Toshiba's new BD-8510
65% 10 200% Zoom Reduction & Enlargement'
0 40 Copies per Minute!
0 Complete Edge-to-Edge
CoPYIN'
Built-in Auto Doc Feeder!
0 Statement. Letter Legal,
Computer, and Ledger
Sized Copying,
0 More than 24 Popular
Standard Features plus
optional Sorters, Auto
Duplexer. and Large
Capa:ity Fteders,
Improve your business copyIna like never before'

Darnell, Letterman elected
to Southern States' board

-4.0_Teitribrigitbota About Their Toshiba'

Ted Darnell and Keith Letterman, both of Murray, were elected to
the local board at the Southern States Annual Membership Meetings of
Calloway Service held in Murray on Aug. 8.
More than 100 stockholder-members and their families attended the
session.
Elected to the Southern State Farm Home Advisory Committee
were: Mrs. Ted Darnell and Mrs. Keith Letterman, both of Murray.
Mrs. Johnny Williams of Murray was chosen chairman of the Farm
Home Advisory Committee and Mrs. Bobby Stubblefield of Murray
was named secretary.
Elected as delegate to a District Election meeting to be held in
Madisonville this fall was Glenn Crawford of Murray. Johnny Williams of Murray was chosen as alternate.
Leo Midden of Hopkinsville, Southern States' district manager,
talked about the cooperative's overall operations, giving a condensed
version of the annual report.
The report on local operations and service rendered to farmermembers in the Community was given by Gary Jones, manager of Calloway Service. He reported that total operating volume for the past
year was approximately $2,500.
The session also included a special recognition ceremony for the
newly-elected and retiring board members and Farm Home Advisory
Committee members.
Those retiring include: Gary Evans, Joe Dan Taylor, Mrs. Gary
Evans and Mrs. W.D. McCuistion.

1 800-633 7296
118 N. 7th St. 1^side Kentucky
Mayfield, Ky. 1 800-858-0492
Outside Kentucky

Allergy 6 Asthma Clinic
of
West Kentucky
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces new and extended hours
Monday thru Thursday:
8:00 am. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 - 12:00 noon
For Patient Convenience
New Injection hours on Mon & Wed only
8:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
(502) 753-7451
Route #2, Box 39
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Iowa program hopes to help stop
accidents, deaths on the farm
DES MOINES, Iowa - Three
hundred children die and 23,000
are injured each year in farm accidents in this country:and an Iowa
program is wagering a trip to camp

;.c.occapcso•oc.icicccce-nioccceccic‹.-Doclocc:c.cce.:•:•:•:•.:•:•...
-ccic•-•-•-s-u-s-w-m-s-w-g-u-s-co-s-u-,

Hutson Ag Equipment
•
$

Route 4 - Mayfield. KY.
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(502) 247-4456
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•
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decrease (from June) by tar was
oranges, followed by peaches,
lemons and grapgruit," the report
said. "Of the seveir fruits used in
the index, only apples and strawberries increased in price."
But analysts added that despite
the drop in orange prices, those
were still at- near-record levels,
brought about by a shortage of
fresh market oranges because of
last winter's freeze in California.
Orange prices were shown at
$19.48 per box, compared with
$21.35 in June and $6 a year
earlier.
Vegetable prices declined 15
percent from June but averaged 9
percent above the index of July
1990. Lower prices for tomatoes
and lettuce during the month were
offset slightly by higher prices for
celery and onions.
Oilseeds as a group were
reported down 5.4 percent from
June and 6.5 percent below the
year-ago average price. Soybeans
dropped 35 cents during the month
to $5.20 per bushel in July,---)
The livestock index was
unchanged from June but was
down 5.2 percent from July 1990.
Poultry and egg prices rose 5.8 percent during the month but were 0.8
percent below the year-earlier
average.
Meat animals were down 0.5
percent from June and averaged 2.6
percent below July 1990. Declines
were reported for hogs and cattle.

JOHN Of

P

F
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might save some lives.
Since Sartori Memorial Hospital
in Cedar Falls held its first farm
safety day camp two years ago, the
program's 300-some graduates
have been using what they learned.
"Not only do kids start using the
information, they start building an
attitude about safety at a young
age," said Pam Delagardelle, who
runs the camp.
The camps, now one of the most
popular Farm Partners segments,
feature morning sessions on such
topics as first aid and rescue techniques.
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.Six members or the Calloway County Chapter of FFA attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center June 24-2x at Hardinsburg, Ky. The members attended leadership classes, cooperated with
the daily cottage inspection and served K.P. duty for one meal. Justin
Phillips participated in the FFA Quiz contest and placed second. Van
Pittman participated in tractor driving and received the Leadership
Award. Members attending were (from lefti Robert Geurin, Laura
Green, Van Pittman, Matt Garrison, Justin Phillips and Brooks
Underwood. Lam Gilbert, chapter athisor, accompanied the group
to the center.

Number of farms falling,
size of farms increasing

State
Ala
Alaska
Ariz
Ark
Calif
Colo
Conn
Del

1990
47,000
580
7,800
47,000
85 000
26 500
3.900
2 900

1991
45,000
560
8,000
46.000
84,000
26.000
3,900
2,900

•
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JD 7720 Series

7720 Titan II, 1,400 Hrs
JD 7720. 2.300 Hrs.
8,
▪1 JD SOLD 800 HrS.
JD 7720, 1,300 Hrs
JD 7720 1,850 HrS
:0; JO 7720. 1,400 Hrs.

•:
▪ JD

I I

JD 95 & 96 Series

JD 8820 Series

$62.500
$39,500
$42.500
$55.000
$43.500
$50.000

JD 8820 Titan II, 930 HrS
JD 8820. 1,400 HrS.
JD 8820. 1,500 Hrs.
JD 8820. 1,800 Hrs
j SOLD2-WD. 850 HrS
:SOLD. 2-WD, Nice

$77.500
$62.500
559.500
$52,500
$25,000
$8.500

ALL COMBINES ARE 4-WD
AND PRICED WITH HEADERS

J SOLD 400 hrs.
JD 9500, 400 Hrs.
JD 9500. 325 hrs.
JO 9500, 256 Hrs.
JD 9500, 200 Hs.
JD 9600. 400 Hrs.
JD 9600, 250 Hrs.
JD 9600, 300 Hrs

$92,500 s▪:
$92.500

KIDS EAT

FREE!

as

ino

Sharpest Inventory Of Used Equipment In
•_•_•_•_•_•_N}SCE7

The State!

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.

598.500

$100.000
$103,000 fai
$100,000•,
$115.000
5112.000.▪:

Ilrell:CO:27•7•7•7•7•6
_I

41.000
40.000
48,000
46.000
4,600
4,600
21,800
21.400
83.000
82,000
Ind.
68.000
65,000
Iowa
104.000 102,000
Kans,
69,000
69,000
Ky
93,000
91,000
La
32,000
30,000
Maine
7.200
7,000
Md.
15,200
15,41*
Mass.
6,900
6,900
Mich... 54,000
54,000
Minn:
89,000
88,000
Miss.
40,000
38.000
Mo.
108,000 107.000
Mont,
24.800
24 700
Neb.
57.000
56,000
Nev.
2.500
2.500
N.H.
2.900
2.900
N.J.
8.100
8,300
NM. •
13.500
13,500
N Y.
38.500
38.000
N.C.
62,000
60.000
N.D.
34,000
33,000
Ohio
84,000
80.000
Okla
70.000
70.000
Ore
36 500
37.000
53,000
53.000
Pa
700
740
R.I.
24,000
25,000
SC.
35.000
35,000
S.D
87.000
89.000
Tenn
186,000 185.000
Texas
13.300
13,200
Utah
7.000
6,900
Vt
45,000
46,000
Va
37,000
37,000
Wash
20.000
20,500
W Va
79,000
80.000
Wis
9.000
8.900
Wyo
2,140,420 2 104,560
US

Cattle 253 calf 1 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested. Cows and bulls steady-1 lower, calves and vcalers untested.
Feeder steers and heifers 1-3 lower.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility 2-3, 42.00-43.75, cutter and boning
utility 1-3 42.25-45.00, cutter 1-2, 42.00-43.75.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2 1590-2215 lb. indicating 77-79 carcass
boning percent 55.00-60.00. Yield grade 21155-1640 lb. indicating 74-76
percent 50.50-52.00.
Feeders: steers, medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb., 116.0-123q00,
300-400 lb. 90.00-115.00, 400-500 lb. 88.00-92.00, 500-600 lb.
80.00-85.00, 600-630 lb. 82.00-83.00, medium No. 2 300-500 lb.
80.00-88.00, 570 lb. 75.00, large No. 2 469 lb. 70.00-76.00, small No. 1
400-500 lb. 75.00-84.00, 520 lb. 77.00-85.00, 500-600 lb. 59.00-85.00.
711 lb. 73.75, medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 71.00-75.00, small No. 1
300-500 lb. 65.00-70.00, 500-600 lb. 61.00-63.00.
Stock cows and calves: medium No. 1 630-660, with 200-250 lb. calves
at side. Stock cows: large No. 1580-640, medium and small No.1 480-530
with 3-8 year and 3-7 month bred.
Stock bulls: medium No. 1-2, 810 lb. 50.80.

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Hurry! Limited Time!
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
number of American farms
declined by 36,000- about 2 percent - over the past year, though
seven states registered increases
despite the half-century national
trend, according to Agriculture
Department estimates.
The department's report Tuesday
said there are 2,104,560 -farms,
compared to 2,140,420 in 1990.
The total land in farms was estimated at 982.6 million acres, down
slightly from 987.4 million last
year.
"The number of farms has continued to decline faster than land in
farms, with the average farm size
increasing from 461 acres in 1990
to 467 in 1991," the annual report
said.
Here is a state-by-state breakdown. The first column is the number of farms reported by the department for 1990 and the second column is the number el 1991.
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Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

Madigan's past
is catching up
By DON KENDALLL
Associated Press Farm Writer

WASHINGTON - Agriculture
Secretary Ed Madigan's past is
coming back to haunt him.
Madigan, a former Illinois congressman and member of the House
Agriculture Committee, played an
integral role in enactment of the
1990_ farm bill.
"I have the distinction now of
being the first person in history
who gets to implement a farm bill
that he voted on," Madigan said.
"There are a lot of things in that
bill that wouldn't have been there
if I had known I was going to be
secretary of agriculture."
Just the other day, he said,
USDA staff members were talking
about how difficult it would be to
implement some parts of the new
farm law.
Madigan recalled the conversation: "They were focusing on a
particular thing, and I said, 'Well.
how the hell did that get in there?'
and I couldn't get any answer ...
Finally, I turned to (chief of staff)
Bill O'Conner, I said, 'Do you
know how that got in there?' In a
very soft voice, he said, 'It was a
Madigan amendment, sir."
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Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

Revenue
Expected

(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced

0.3227

$724,639

(2) Tax Rate Proposed for
Current Year and Expected
Revenue

0.3269

$779,162

(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

0.3143

(4) Revenue Expected From
New Property

$749,130

0.3269

$10,526

0.3269

$175,144

(6) Tax Rate Proposed for CERS
Unfunded Liability

0.0435

$138,000

The City of Murray Proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying a
tax rate of $03269 which will be spent in the public safety departments of city
government. The $0.0435 special tax levy is authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C
and will be used to underwrite the unfunded liability of transferring police and
fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.

Thefamily ofMyron
Smith gratefully acknowledges the outporuing of love, support, and prayers during this difficult time.
We appreciate your
generosity, thoughtfulness, hospital visits, cards, food and
phone calls.
You shared our
smiles and our tears
we will never forget
your kindness.
Lola, Lynne,

American-made,
Handwoven
Longaberger
Baskets'
Schedule a home
show for your
friends and family
now and earn free
baskets.
Call Mary Ann
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

AS SEEN ON TV

VCR Service

TRACTOR-TRAILERS

All

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

Brand,

Ward•Elkins
753-1713

TRALER TRAtaliG CENT/

LISANOSI,T

CUSTOM printed pens &
pencils at Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Screenprinting, next to Wal-Mart
753-7743

f nor mei he
evedbetee f feseie
VaIr Oueeh

AURORA Pizza Magic Delicious hand-tossed pizza
Across from Hitching Post
Open 5pm Closed Mon
and Tues 474-8119

For Lease
Excellent retail space
in Bel Air Center 2000
& 3000 square feet
Corner location

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

Call 753-4751
Jane Marie's
Dance &
Gymnastics
To Register Call

753-0605

Call and
place your

NEW Concord Family Hair
Station is now open MonWed, 8am-4pm Back to
school kids cut, $5 00 Call
for appointment 436-2714

ad today!

050
Lost
And Found

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free intormatoorik.311

(502) 753-1916

GLASS Replacement work
and mirror, beveled and
plain Also, Flea Market
with hand crafted T-shirts
and used furniture All at
WiiG Complete Glass Co
Dixieland Center
753-0180

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local Pa.'," safv,oe-

What's as easy as

4
- 0. a day,
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WANTED part-time or fulltime, live-in with elderly
lady Call James at
435-4425
WILL babysit anytime in my
Kirksey home Have references 489-2976

Want
To Buy

Persona
BLUES and Barbeque fes
tival. Kenlake State Resort
Park Featuring Lonnie
Mack. Metropolitan Blues
All-Stars, Unknown Blues
Band, the Beat Daddys, the
Medicine Men. Sunday August 25, Noon-7pm. Ticket
Information.
800-325-0143
030
Card
of Thanks

The family of Oury
Lovins wish to thank
the Home Health
Nurses, nurses and
aides at MCCH and
West View for their
care. Also to Dr. Marquardt, to BlalockColeman,
Oneida
White, Bro. Dennis
Norvell and Sammy
Cunningham for the
sweet funeral service
and all that attended.
Special thanks given
to Judy Henninger
during those sorrowing hours. To others
for their help while he
was home.
God Bless
Geraldine Lovins
Rainey & Jayne Lovins
Wilma & Bern. Gannon
Julie Lovins

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

FILL material 300 loads
northside Murray Howard
Brandon 753-4389

full

little

would iikr to thankaff

those who helped during this time ofgreat
sorrow. 'The love and
caring frvm all our
friends and neighbors
has helped more than
any wortis ran say.'We
would also like to
thank the Emergency
Room Staff of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital,
Johnny Miller, Bro.
Van Russell, and all
others who did things
that might have gone
unnoticed. 'We thank
you from the depths of
our hearts.

in classified that's what'

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
758-1916 or 753-1917

Citha Shelton,
yr. and Janice Compton,
Danny er Cindy COSSty,
KAtny & Ginger Oterlity

r H2;
gs 28
Needs
a
4M
8Saie
00
2Fbcir
repair

OLD Mantel wimirror
Ready to refinish $100
759-4158

1270 2BR 1 bath appliances and furniture included Newly decorated
$6000 753-7573 after
4pm

HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bodies & Horse supplies
759-1823 or
753-4545

Aiticles
For Sale

NOW hiring for part-time,
days. Sandwich makers,
salad bar prep, and counter
persons. Apply at Wendy's,
1111 Chestnut, Murray
Wednesday, Thursday.
and Friday, August 14-16.
2-4pm. Ask for Oscar
NURSES Aid. PRN, all
shifts Work as needed,
hours will vary Prefer experience, but will train
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE
ORGANIST needed
437-4261 weekdays,
753-1834 Saturdays. Eastwood Baptist Church, ask
for Greg
PART-Time sales clerk
with retail experience
Apply at Mr Tuxedo, 304 E
Main St.
SEWERS needed with applique experience Can
sew at home or in shop
Call 753-8867 between
9am-6pm

TOBACCO
492-8364

cutters

TUTOR6, needed for high
school _stidents in Math,
Science, English and His
tory. $5.00/hr. Send resume to Dons Clark, Upward Bound, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
WANTED Part-time babysitter with experience for 7
week old References re
(lured 753-6463
WEEKLY housekeeper
Cherry Corner area Honest. reliable, own transportation Send name, refer
ences, phone to P 0 Box
1040F, Murray, KY
WORK your own hours
from now until Christmas
No collecting/delivery Free
kit Paid commission on all
sales Demonstrate House
of Lloyd Decor and More
1-800-489-1057

P/, Carat Marquis Shape
diamond engagement ring
$3100 appraised. $2200
firm 753-8369
DEMO Spa, seats 5 35"
deep, added options
$3600 cash and carry
753-3488 after 5pm
IBM Compatible 286 computer with 42mg hard drive,
54 disk drive, VGA color
monitor, printer and desk
489-2964

Sports
Equipment
COLT AR 15 Call after
9pm, 489-2575
FOR sale or trade for Remington 11-87 Winchester
1400 with winchoke $200
Ruger MK-1 22 pistol,
$150 Winchester 94-22
mag $175 753-7300

All applications will be administered, received and
screened by the Department of Employment
Services.
As Sod Oposaala employs,

EXTRA nice' 1989 Bucca
neer, 14x80, 3br, 2 bath
Partially furnished Take
over payments 753-2856
12x50 RICHARDSON
furnished
$2500
436-5255

260

TAKING orders for tall apples, damsons and prume
plums Ozark gold apples
ready now McKenzie Orchards 753-4725

2BR, 12x43 in New Con
cord $85/mo 436-2427
2BR 753-9866

GOOD SEASONED firewood Order now' Call
James Sills, 753-4120

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
TRAILER for rent on private
lot near University
753-4524

OAK and Hickory firewood
$27 50/rick delivered
436-2778

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

290
220

Hosting
And Cooling

Musical
SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums, demos. sound
tracks, jingles Benton. KY
527-0453.
240

USED 14,000 BTU Frig'
claire air conditioner
753-5510
WESTINGHOUSE Heat
Pump 36 000 BTU cooling
15 KW heating Running
now, working good
753-7081

Miscellaneous
300
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call Mayfield 247-7831

BLUES and Barbeque festival. Kenlake State Resort
Park. Featuring Lonnie
Mack, Metropolitan Blues
All-Stars, Unknown Blues
MOTORCYCLE helmets Band, the Beat Daddys, the
and shields Camouflage Medicine Men Sunday Auhunting clothes and boots gust 25, Noon-7pm Ticket
Army boots, steel-toe work Information
boots Jerry's Sporting 800-325-0143
Goods, 6th and Walnut
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Mayfield. 247-4704
is expanding' We now offer
ORDER the spa designed stamps and stamp supplies
for you Murray Hot Tubs along with silver dollars,
115 S 13th St
proof sets, U S and foreign
SNAPPER riding lawn coins and coin supplies
mower, 8HP, 5-speed Coins and stamps are great
Long Life. 20" cut, push hobbies, they also make
mower Upright Frigidaire wonderful gifts and investfreezer, 18' Amana, chest ments Visit us today at the
type freezer, 22' Whirlpool Ox-Yoke Antique Store
washer, Frigidaire dryer (Hazel), Tretsvre House
753-7974 after 3 30pm - and Book Rack (Murray),
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
155
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
Appliances
appraise estates
AIR Conditioners for sale 502-753-4161
18,000 BTU, Whirlpool,
110 volt, $250. 5,000 BTU, DEEP pile, quality carpets
Various sizes and colors
$85. 753-5583
from $50 to $100
USED gas ranges Starks 753-5583
Brothers Mobile Homes,
FAVORITE beef recipes
Benton, KY 753-2922
Ten for $7.50. Riverside,
160
Dept LT, Box 346, Murray,
Home
KY 42071
Fuml*Nrcs
JOHNSON Ban Saw
2 RECLINERS less than a Model-J Excellent condiyear old Lazy-Boy, mauve
tion $1500 4,000 LB, Allis
Benchcraft, dark blue
Chalmer fork lift solid tires
$575/ea 753-4827
completely re worked
8 PC pine dinette set. GE $5000 527-8865 or
washer and dryer, GE 15 527-8968
cu ft frost free refrigerator. PEA
Shelters
753-3315
$19 99-$14999 Corn cutBENCHCRAFT couch, ex- ters, $4 99 and $5 99 Tocellent condition Ethan Al- mato juice $3799 Apple
len hard rock maple corner peeler, $19 99 Wallen
hardware downtown Paris
cabinet Deacon bench
Old wall telephone, 2 rock- Open all day Saturdays
ers with cushions
TOPSOIL - pickup Of we
753-7867
deliver 753 0277 or
SECTIONAL Sofa blue/ 759-1090 Welch Sand and
gray, seats 5-7, price ne- Gravel Hwy 6494 Almo
gotiable 753-8951 or Ky
753-7653
TOP Soil, good rich dirt.
SOFA/Sleeper, king-size, Ideal for yards. and 'plant
excellent condition Quick beds 759-1828. 753 2446
sale. $95 5Ft TV/stereo Bogard Trucking & Exca
console cabinet TV not vating Inc
working, $20 2pcs good WATER heaters electric 5
quality carpet, excellent year guarantee on glass
condition $40 753-4248
lined tank Dual heating
WALNUT dining table and elements Your choice 30
40 or 50 gallon $149 99
chairs $350 2 dressers
Wallen Hardware down
$100 and $45 759-1955
town Parrs Open all day
Saturdays

Applications must be made in person at the office
of The Department of Employment Services, 319
South 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, during the
hours of 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, August 19-23, 1991.

2BR trailer on 2 lots in
Crappie Hollow $6500
436-5005

Mobile
Homes For Rent

KEN Quilt quilting machine
$1700 10" Delta table saw
w/stand, $300 2 super
single waterbeds $50/ea
435-4571

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
is in the process of filling a position for an office
clerk.

1979 14x80 MELODY Mo
narch 3br 2 bath Unfurnished
$8500 firm
436-5272
1989 14x80 BUCCA
NEER 3br, 2 bath H14
Coach Estates $15000
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
or
407 253 1813

Firewood

24FT above ground pool
with all accessories and
wood deck. Tom West
435-4467.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED Of high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m

IRRIGATION pipe
441 00/ft 5.-$1 25/ft Approximately 1240ft
435-6099

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

150

38R, 1 bath brick home
with carport on large lot
1605 Parklane Dr Fire
damage in utility room light
smoke damage in remain
der of house Needs re
modeling inside, but struc
Pets
lure still sound Selling to
II Supplies
settle estate 753-0697 be
AKC registered toy poo- tore 5pm or 759 1928 after
dles 2 males, 9 wks 1 6pm
mate, 7 months $75/ea 3BR bock home Approxi
753-0769 after 4pm
mately 1800 sq ft 1 ,,
DAISY Grooming All bath 1 mile off 94 east on
breeds of dogs and cats Purdom road Approximately 6 miles from city
Saturday only 753-7819
limits 759-1786 after 6pm
HAVE an obedient safe
2
dog for show Of home BEAUTIFUL 5br brick 3'
Classes Of prrieate lessons bath, 4 car garage On 4
Serving Murray for over acres 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade
12yrs 436-2858
753-3672 after 5pm
PEG'S Dog Grooming
BEST of Both Worldsl This
753-2915
2 977 square foot 7 room
PEK-A-POO's, $75 4 3 bedroom 2 bath home is
chows, $100 474-8057
located in a private area on
a large lot only minutes
from Murray Fantastic
kitchen, lots of cabinets and
400
island counter Two car
garage $78,500 MLS
Produce
*3409 Kopperud Realty
NEW Irish Potatoes 753-1222
753-1960 after 5pm

14x60 Take over payments $155/mo Must sell
753 6087

Finn
Equipment

210

COMPUTER Technician
for single unit and Novell
network installation and repair. Bring or send resume
to CBM Computer Center,
314 Main, Murray, KY.

MAID needed Eagle Inn
753-6706

190

ONE year old men's Pro
Line golf clubs Sand
wedge through 3 iron Call
anytime and leave message 753-5904

BABYSITTER needed
753-9659 after 5pm

TAKING applications for
work in auto parts sales and
delivery NAPA Murray
Auto Parts, 1300 N 12th St
753-4424

'The family of
Tabetfia Joy Shelton,
who went to heaven
on Yuly 21, 1991,

LARGE round pedistal oak
table 3 chairs 759-1454

200

1991 YAMAHA 18HP Garden tractor with hydrostatic
drive Bought new in April
753-7252 after 5pm

EXPERIENCED Tobacco
cutting hands 492-8411

025

Livestock
& Supplies

140

LOST in Midway area
Black male Lab Approxi- SKULLS, Beef Of Deer
mately 90Ibs Answers to Clean. good condition
"Sach" Reward 753-0093 Leave message at
or 753-0123
753-9546

BABYSITTER needed to
keep 2 year old in our home
5 days a week and to do
light housekeeping References required. 436-2848

the

CANCER
INSURANCE

costs only

I Will sit with sick or elderly
Experience and refer
ences Call 753-4590 for
information

USED and antique furni
lure, glass, tools quilts
901-642-6290

Notice

Fuer

BUSINESS or house
cleaner available
759-1634

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy ax
les 527-2932

William N. Cherry
Mayor

020

370

Mobile
Antiques

J.R., Gail & Kim

(5) Revenue Expected From
Personal Property

LEARN TO DRIVE

"
1
270

Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a
Public Hearing on August 22, 1991, 7:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City
Hall Building, 207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from
the public regarding proposed 1991 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:

Nifty, Nifty,
Guess Who's
Fifty!

PAGE 11
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Legal
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MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 1991

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509
COMMERCIAL property
for rent Approximately
2000 sq h Good location
753-6069 leave message

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
KY Lake Bait and Grocery
Attached 3br, 2 bath living
quarters 2 car garage
Good established business
$69 0 00
901-593-3358

1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse
Storage or workshop with
loading dock & electr
jetty. Call

Allison Photography
753-8809

Apartments
For Rent
1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109
2BR apartment with air,
washer/dryer, refrigerator,
stove Private parking Gas
heat and water included in
$320/mo rent Call Betty,
753-3366
NEW large energy efficient
2br, central gas H/A Appliances, utility room
$3135/mo Available August
15 753-8828
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
QUIET, Spacious, Country
living 2Br duplex with carport, 2 miles out 94 W No
pets 753-7951 after 5pm
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
TWO bedrooms Central
H/A stove, refrigerator No
pets Deposit References
492-8594 after 6pm

ean
Lots
For Sale

NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch custom oak cabinets
wifull lighted ceiling Ouai
ity throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkermn Penner Homes
759-4422 435 4013 or
345 2462

;room
mot etimascr cal me Way Fick lia0.35WPantlhaza Pitiatzt
Ky 42001 1 KO 264 ON,
Ts.
be. Con,partos to Saii f U D Ne.b,
oost.lsoti D JON, Sties I SO,
. Kra N.

nd Ts•Pr,hp uer Co
No

Bs a park of TM Rock*
voonunty arm:welt',
ar,

TtiePrudential
Or MO The Pheiteheili Irroonor Ccrapras ol

METHODIST

3BR house in Westwood
$500/mo 759 4406

METHODIST HOSPITAL OF McKENZIE

NEW 3br 2 bath w/carport
No pets 530 Broad St
753 7457

SECLUDED 3br lake area
home in Anderson Shores
New carpet and paint
$285/mo • deposit Re
frences 442.5647

LIVE and Earn' Own your
own business and live
nearby Three acres 3 bed
room, 1 .4 bath home and 2
large buildings for antique
wood shop Of auto/body
shop Just off 121 North
$65 000 MLSrt 3174 Kop
perud Realty. 753-1222

sewn pcducts to The %dental 'f aull be wain to one of lie 100 best
companies b sal to Rail get acid taws stue at thew scant, a
comprehenswe ccopernaecn wisp and woresiny kr minima tamp

2BR w/fireplace 300ft
from lake $325imo • deposit 436-2767

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investi
gabons Southside Shop
4ng Center Suite *102
POlurray 753 2641

GREEN Thumb Paradise
You II fall in love with the
spacious courtyard or
ganic garden fruit trees
and your very own green
house Three bedrooms 2
baths central heat and air
plus a bonus summer
kitchen Just Reduced mid
560's MLSI 2987 Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

DON'T YOU THINK ITS 'TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
e/I tan 6c 41 'I'm cap as a recrtISMOIVe sialktig "nuance and otho marina

2BR house on 121 (Far
mington) in county
345-2674

Business
Services

COMPLETELY remodeled
2br home on large lot Cen
tral H/A New flooring
throughout Wall paper and
carport
Must sell
759-9359 or 753-2244

WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads, NEW
house on 40 acres
city water, natural gas ca- 3br 1
bath 1 flue lake
blevision, reasonably reHwy 121 South 436-5366
stricted for cottage only after 6pm
753-5841 or 753-1566
OWNER RELOCATING
very anxious to sell large
custom-built home located
on 21 acres
miles
north of town Home sits
back from road with 2 mile
37 3 SURVEYED acres
paved
private drive Front
Hwy 1836 North Make ofacreage has six figure de
fer 365-0145 after 6pm
velopmental possibilities or
run horses or cattle-has
COUNTRY property
wholesale price 43 acres three springs creek. or•
3,000 feet blacktop road chard Landscaping infrontage 3 barns, 2 large cludes fenced back yard
hugh deck fenced garden
ponds. old 3br house
Beautiful trees fill front and 10x20 storage barn Home
back yard City water line in has 4800 sq feet under
front of property 74 miles roof-energy efficient two
fron Paris, TN city limits heat pumps-3 ceiling fans
$52.500 (615)647-1997 or Greatroom with vaulted
ceiling 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
(615) 648-1507
full baths, dining room. 2 full
kitchens 2 walk-in pan160
tries. in door bar-b-ouer in
Homes
sun room den, two fire
For Salo
places Closets and stor
age galore Attached over
2BR, 1 bath Good condi
size garage with workshop
lion 3 miles from Murray on
Other extras like satellite
Coles Campground Rd
TV tower. security system
753-5484
Priced below replacement.
3BR, 1/, bath Full base- value of house alone See
ment, gas heat Very good to appreciate Owner would
location in town Must sell consider small in town
house on trade 753-6869
753-0180

2BEDRM brick in town
Carport 14 bath, central
H/A appliances yard
maintance included No
pets Deposit/reference
$400/mo 753-6397

NEWLY Remodeled lake
front 4br. 2 bath, 2 Mehlens Partially furnished
Contact John at 753-4000
days or 753-1047 nights

260

DO you have a Real Estate
need'? Call for a competent
knowledgable caring
agent at Professional Real
Estate 759-1591

COME SEE A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
Structures, Model now under
construction on Hwy 280 East
(l'ottenown Road). For infor
mation call 753-6807

DEPARTMENT MANAGER FOR
RESPIRATORY THERAPY DEPT.

•

Poston -now available at Methodist Hospital of
McKenzie. Must be Certified or Registered
Respiratory Therapist, licensed in Tennessee.
Prior supervisory experience desired but not
required. Full benefits package and competitive
salary. Please send resume to: Methodist Hospital
of McKenzie,945 N. Highland Drive. McKenzie,
TN 38201; or call 901-352-344.

'2\14
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190
Used
Cars

11110111
4"
NICE 3br. 1e bath home
on 14 acre Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime

1959 AUSTIN Healey
Roadster Good shape
ready to drive $4000
753-0365

1977 PLYMOUTH Volare
ONE Owner, well built 3Etr 4-door, good shape inside
2 bath house with huge and out Second owner
family room Lots built-ins. 63xxx original miles A/C
walk out basement bled P/S, AM/FM cassette, good
patio Large kitchen with tires 489-2716 after 4prn
white painted cabinets
1982 Z28 CAMARO
Jenn Aire Range Lots wall
$2600 489-2978
paper and shutters 2350
sq ft N:ce yard quiet 1982 Z28 CAMARO
neighborhood close to $2600 489-2978
shopping $60's 753 2206
1983 OLDS 98 Regency
POSSIBLE Owner Financ- Brougham Light blue Has
ing 484-, 3 bath, LR. DR. been advertised for $3400
family room, country Wish to move car, will take
kitchen, 2 car attached 3 $2800 firm 753-2654 days
car garage in back
or 753-9980 evenings
753-0724
PRICE reduced on new
3bdrm home at 1575 Mockingbird Walk-out basement could be completed
as additional living space Of
as an apartment for in-laws
Call 753-3903
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath
w/covered dock 354 6006
470
Motorcycles
•

1982 KAWASAKI KE-125
Excellent Condition Runs
great $600 759-1893
1989 YAMAHA 350
4-wheeler 437-4791
HONDA 1984 Sabre 700
Black/silver. shift Nice
$1300 753-7479
480
Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

19854 FORD Escort,
4-door, air, stereo cassette
one owner Excellent condition $2200 489-2801
1985 TRANS AM white
red interior
t top
753-6705
1987 TRANS AM Power
windows, cruise, power
hatch, air, auto, new tires
50xxx miles_ $7500
753-7925 Leave message
1988 FORD Ranger XLT
loaded $6800 753-2612
1989 CHEVY Cavalier
Red, 2dr, AM/FM, air, new
tires Excellent condition
$6000 753-2612
1989 RED Cavalier 29,000
miles 1 owner Auto &air,
pis. p/b, cassette White
letter tires and sports package Well serviced Price
reduced to $6500
753-0978
1990 CHRYSLER Lebaron
convertible 16,000 miles
$13,200 753-7441 daytime or 753-4023 after 5pm

485
Auto
Parts

1990 PLYMOUTH Laser
RS Turbo. loaded Fisher
home stereo with AM/FM
tuner. 5 band equalizer
tuner, CD player, double
cassette deck, turntable, in
a rack 753-8651

WORLD OF SOUND
30 yrs. Experience
Your #1 Car Audio Professionals Now Otters
Sales, Service & Installation On All Brands

All Factory Stereos
Repaired
222 S. 1211,

Classifte

1991 CHEVROLET Cavalier, being sold due to death
of owner Only 500 miles
$10,000. 354-6610

753-5865

I

I

I

Immaculate home with central heat and air overlooking
wooded hillside. Property includes 13 acres with barn
and fenced area for horses. Just reduced to 56,500. MLS
3456

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Scr• k.e on all brands. window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allinitten, Inc.

Used
Cars

Vans

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN 1,11.ERAI
CARS
11 Geo Rim
31 Toyota Cada
19 Toyaa Celt.' ST
19 Tolle Ulu GT__ 59,987
Toyota Coda 01 17337
19 N'ESE 240
11487
19 Toyota787
19 Tolle Camry DX $11,487
19 Deo?
Stek L.11,17
48 Clrysler
33 Iola; Cala
Ftfirolt Pelt K 34,17
17 Toycta Celica S1— 2,981
17 Mercury Topaz._ I1987
17 C/ids Cutlass 4.....„2,487
0)errolet CtietOry 12337
Pats Graid
16 Chrysler LeBacc $4,487
15 Toyaa NFU
15 Toyota Crty
$5,487
15 Toyda Corola LE.. $4,987
15 Hata L 981
15 (41s
15%10 Coda GTS $5,487
14 Nissan Stint!........ $3,287
Ctievroil
14 Chemil
14 Ford In GL 11,987
13 Toyota Cresseda 83187
13 Pattiz 6X0 LE„..., 2187
81 kelt Phelia
81 Calk Seds
$087
12 Toyaa
11 Cherdiet
71 5* Retool
79 Votvo 27/
$1,281
12181
79 Nissan
TRUCKS
18 Ford Atro Stir XLT .$10417
lissrEFC 114.......11.417
18 Iola/ Runner__ $10,987
'68 Fad Ranger XLT 18,981
'88 Toyaa
Ftttai Vol?! 1........11,487
'17 Toyota 44
16 Dodge Ram Van ..... 13,487
Fond Bronco ET 41—$1,21
'86 Do* Ram in
'86 Toyota
1510111
10 Nissan781
74 Cte, PAIN kial-11,37
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran Gen. Mgr

TOYOTA
cm=1,
515 S. 12th
Murray. KY

Phone
753-4961

ALPINE AM/FM

' I I
0
Charm & livability make this Canterbury home the choice for
family. living. Abundant family areas including anew greatroorn,
updated pickled oak kitchen cabinets, & practical built-in study
areas in 2 BRs. Pnce reduced to 3109.500. M1S 02990

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building

-Free local claim service"

Compact Disc in-dash $399.99
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSC
dorms.
FULTRON In-dash disc
player, $299 10'' sub workers, $70/set 150 watt amplifier, $99 Same day sub
boxes Sound Vis.ion.s
753-13324
49s
Vans
1978 FORD Customized
van Clean 354 6075
1979 DODGE conversion
van Low mileage, automatic. cruise. AC Looks and
runs excellent Side canopy
plus extras 436-2858
1984 CHEVROLET conversion van 305 engine, 20
series 76xxx miles Nearly
new tires all accessories
Category 2 trailer hitch
527-1037
1985 DODGE Caravan 7
passenger Approximately
200 miles on rebuilt. 2 6
engine Automatic cruise,
a/c Looks and runs excellent Arizona vehicle, no
rust $4950 436-5811.
•

t3

530

1987 DODGE Caravan SE
P/W cruise new tires running boards, one owner
$6300 436-2834
1989 DODGE Caravan
Loaded $6800 753 0603
500
Used
Trucks

Services
Offered
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 436-5501 or
437-4391
BULLDOZING and back
hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

CHIM Chins Chimne)
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
1971 CHEVY truck P/S, 435-4191.
auto trans chrome bumpers $800 753-1940 after CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com6pm
plete installation and ser1979 FORD F-100 Good vice
Call Gary at
motor Call after 12 noon, 759-4754
753 8459
DAVE'S
WINDOW
1983 DATSUN King Cab CLEANING Serving Mur
witopper
$1800
ray area for seven years
759-4421
Residential and commercial Free estimates, many
references 753-9873
1988 FORD Bronco 4x4
Dave and Lisa Godar,
XLT 51xxx miles Loaded
owners
$9500 436-2727 Leave
name and number
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roots and repairs Tear offs
1990 CHEVY 4x4, 4-wheel
and re roots Written guardrive SWB Low mileage
antee Local references
759-9760
753-5812
1984 BLAZER 4x4
DRYWALL. finishing, rePower windows, power pairs, additions and blow
locks air, cruise, auto
ing ceilings 753-4761
Sharp truck $6500
Hanging
"DRYWALL
753-7925 Leave message
Commercial or residential
NEED to sell one, take your Rick Wilkerson 489-2117
choice 1988 Bronco-11,
DRYWALL hanging and
XLT, loaded, 49xxx
$6850 1989 Taurus, 72xxx finishing Also, painting and
miles $4650 Both V-6, other construction Call
automatic with air 492-8873, ask for Jim
753-2548 or 753-6215
LICENSED for electric,
. gas, refrigeration Installa510
tion and repair Free estimates 753-7203
Campers
FENCE sales at Sears
1968 AIRSTREAM 30ft now Call Sears 753-2310
rear bath Awnings all for free estimate for your
around
Extra nice
needs
753-0114
PARKER and Sons lawn
1991 NEWMAR Kountry prep and landscaping. SpeStar 26h travel trailer, De- cializing in sod prep, seedluxe interior Thermal insu- ing, bush hogging, large
lated Forward kitchen scale mowing. Will break
A/C Never used because and order gardens.
of health Many extras Ab- 753-5838, 753-9317,
out $21,000 (502) 759-4842.
821-0219
GERALD Walters 20% dis77-30' 5th WHEEL travel count vinyl siding 10% off
trailer. Self-contained, roofing Painting, all kinds
large bath A/C, Elec- remodeling Free estibrakes, great shape mates Local references
901-247-3004
489-2267
USED trailer hitches and HADAWAY Construction
sway controls Reese Home remodeling, paintEasy Lift and Pull Rite ing, wallpaper carpentry
753-0114
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052
-s20
HANDYMAN will do plumbBoats
ing electric and carpentry
& Motors
Reasonable rates
17FT Runabout with 65HP 753-9838
Evinrude 15Ft aluminum
HAULING yard work tree
canoe 474-2772
removal mowing Free es1965 RUNABOUT in good timates 759-1683
condition with 75hp EvinHUDSON Company Landrude OB in excellent condi
tion. $1000 Call James at scaping For free estimates
call 759-1823, 753-4545 or
435-4425
753-6773
1986 RANGER 373V Bass
INSULATION
Blown In By
Master Classic 150HP
Johnson GT,custom cover, Sears TVA approved
ski tow bar Ranger Trail Save on those high heating
trailer Excellent condition and cooling bills Call Sears
Low miles $13,500 753-2310 for free estimate
1964 CHEVROLET farm
truck $350 492-8638

759-1850 after 5pm
36FT houseboat Fully
equosed Excellent condition Reasonably priced
Will accept pontoon in
trade 436-2289

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wuiff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

75HP EVINRUDE out- LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
board motor Excellent For all your carpet and upCondition $700 Call holstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
James at 435-4425
753-5827 Satisfied
BRAIL boat 18ffx8ft alumi- references
num 40Hp Johnson, comA _LICENSED electrical
pletely rigged for lake or
contractor JAMES C GAL
rifler Double axle trailer
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com436-2919
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
530
vice 759-1835
Services
Offered
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
A 1 A Landscaping Tree
30yrs experience Free es
trimming & removal Cleantimates 753 1537 or
up & hauling 492-8254
753-1221
Al TREE Service Stump
MOWING In town only
removal and spraying Free
Good cut, trim all obiects
estimates 753-0906 after
perimeters power blow all
5pm 759-9816, 753 0495
walks, etc 753-0611 beALPHA Builders Carpen- fore 8pm
try, remodeling, porches.
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
roofing, concrete, drivelink fence dog kennels, reways, painting, maintesidential commercial Free
nance. etc Free estimates
estimates 753 9785 or
489-2303
753 3254
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References PAINTING interior and ex\tenor Quality work Over
759-1110
20 years experience Ralph
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Worley 759-4555
Factory trained by 3 maior
PAINTING-Interior and Exmanufacturers Most par
in stock, on my truck Al terior Free estimates
work and parts warranted Small repairs Reasonable
Ask for Andy at The Ap rates 753 6844
pliance Works 753-2455
BUILDER residential
APPLIANCE SERVICE commercial carpentry
Kenmore Westinghouse Tripp Williams 753-0563
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
BLACK TOP SEALER
43& 5848
Protect your driveway from
A Z services Roofing the long winter months
fencing painting plumb- ahead For free estimate
ing electrical hauling, tree call Robert Prescott at
work landscaping Af ar 753 9504
"
ound handy-man Free es
BLOCK,
brick. concrete fin
timates 436 2868
ishing Basements foot
BACKHOE Service- ROY ings garages, drives
HILL Septic system, drive- walks 30yrs experience
ways, hauling, foundations. .13yrs in Murray area
Me. 759-4664
753-5476 Charles Bernet

530
llondees
Offered

Services
Offered

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
POOL table. Juke box, pin
ball and video game repair
Ask for Tim 753-1217
QUALITY Wood Furnishing Custom cabinets, furniture and kitchen remodeling, 15 years Free Estimates Call 382-2534
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete, Free estimates. Call
474-2307.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nee 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
TOEWS Electric Residential broiler house service
work, 345-2690
TREE and Bush removal
Also pruning, shaping,
shearing In-town only
753-0611
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Alm°, Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Eletund Bunny Breact)
753-5940

•10"`"----dfrrio"

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823.

WILL do light carpentry
work, such as paneling, dry
wall, or insulation.
753-5857 or 753-4497.

Smith
-Masonry

WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guaranteed 435-4169

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also. wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742,

WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates. 354-9397

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.
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Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are S7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
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classified department

Dial-A-Service

a./

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

Commercial
and
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. 8. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
(502)759 183a

FOR B
DinfN.

we:vE.E

RAN-A
THE CI

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

fife
,4/hr
/1

753-6952

I/ tir
.1,///

11Vro. Confry
nt 4 Box 177A, lausvoy, Ky. 42071

GUTTERS
Like To Be A
Seamless
Thornton Co,
Liftle Busier?
Aluminum Gutters Randy
PO Yourself Mere!
753-8181
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service ALPHA BUILDERS
.Installed
.Repaired
.Cleaned

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

802 Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-4:30

GARFI
I 5PEN.
VACATI(
GARF

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
aork, chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
."$51si iv.k

cairAing's

r"!..
•

call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
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Today in History

MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 1991

Looking Back

Today is Monday, Aug. 12, the 224th day of 1991. There are 141 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 12, 1898, Hawaii was formally annexed to the United States
after Congress passed a joint resolution. Hawaii was granted territorial
status in 1900, and became the 50th state of the union in 1959.
On this date:
In 1851, Isaac Singer was granted a patent on his sewing machine.
In 1867, President Andrew Johnson sparked a move to impeach him as
he defied Congress by suspending Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton.
In 1898, the peace protocol ending the Spanish-American War was
signed.
In 1915, the novel "Of Human Bondage," by William Somerset
Maugham, was published.
In 1941, 50 years ago, French Marshal Henri Petain called on his countrymen to give full support to Nazi Germany.
In 1953, the Soviet Union conducted a secret test of its first hydrogen
bomb.
In 1955, President Eisenhower signed a bill raising the minimum wage
from 75 cents to $I an hour.
In 1960, the first balloon satellite — the Echo I — was launched by the
United States from Cape Canaveral.
In 1962, one day after launching Andrian Nikolayev into orbit, the
Soviet Union also sent up cosmonaut Pavel Popovich. Both men landed
safely Aug. 15.
Ten years ago: Trans-Atlantic air travel began returning to normal after
Canadian air traffic controllers ended a two-day boycott of flights to and
from the United States.
Five years ago: NASA announced it had selected a new rocket design
for the space shuttle aimed at correcting the flaws believed responsible for
the Challenger disaster.
One year ago: Iraqi President Saddam Hussein sought to tie any withdrawal of his troops from Kuwait to an Israeli withdrawal from the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip. Air Force Staff Sgt. John Campisi of West
Covina, Calif., died after being hit by a military truck in Saudi Arabia,
becoming the first U.S. casualty of the Persian Gulf crisis.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian-actor Mario "Cantinflas" Moreno is 80.
Actress Jane Wyatt is 79. Choreographer Michael Kidd is 72. Sen. Dale
Bumpers, D-Ark. is 66. Actor-director John Derek is 65. Singer-musician
Buck Owens is 62. Actor George Hamilton is 52. The president of Brazil,
Fernando Collor de Mello, is 42.
Thought for Today: "Since when was genius found respectable?" —
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, English poet (1806-1861).

Ten years ago
The industrial access road, from
Old 641 (North Fourth Street) to
East Penny Road by Fisher Price
and Vanderbilt Chemical Plant,
should be completed by the end of
the month. This is part of the
Urban Development Action Grant
of City of Murray.
Don A. Moseley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Owen B. Moseley, senior at
Murray High School, attended a
week-long computer camp at RoseHulman Institute of Ted*logy
near Terre Haute, Ind.
Calloway County High School
Summer School closed Aug. 3 with
55 students completing the
program.
Julie Gaye Whitford and George
Hart LandoIt were married June 20
at First United Methodist Church.
Rebecca Tarry, formerly of Murray, was named Teacher of the
Year by school system at Portland,

Ore.

Thirty years ago
Russell A. Parker of Murray has
joined the Art Staff at Cumberland
College, Williamsburg.
Bobby Joe Sims of Los Angeles,
Calif., will be the speaker at a gospel meeting at Kirksey Church of
Christ starting Aug. 3.

Twenty years ago
Col. Palmer A. Peterson and
Capt. Irvan Frye are new members
of the staff of Military Science in
ROTC Program at Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
will be honored in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Aug. 15.
Miss Marion Page Betote and
Peter F. O'Rourke 11 were married
Aug. 6 at First Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Billington, Aug.
4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Whitney, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Cain and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Youngblood, Aug. 6.
Al Lindsey scored a hole-in-one
at 125 yard par 3 No. 11 hole at
golf course at Murray Country
Club on Aug. 9.

Miss Janice Lee Perkins and
Lois Dee Farris were married July
9 at Bethel Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Holt.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe R. Sims and
children, Russell and Dick, recently
visited with Sgt. and Mrs. Joe N.
Cohoon and children, Max and
Bonnie, at Killeen, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sykes and
daughter, Andrea, have returned
home after a visit with their son
and brother, Ted Sykes, at Lumber-

ton, S.C.

Forty years ago
Geraldine Wilson of Calloway
County was named a medal camper, highest award, at PurchaseTradewater District 4-H Camp at
Murray State College that closed
Aug. 10.
A-C Billy Thurman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Galen M. Thurman Sr..
has been assigned to take advanced
training with Air Force at Enid.
Okla. He has been at Perrin Air
Base, Sherman, Texas.
Pfc. Lenith A. Rogers is serving
with 31st "Polar Bear" Infantry
Regiment with Seventh Division in
Korea.
Dr. Rex Syndergaard, social sciences instructor at Murray State
College, spoke about "Crusade
Against Acheson" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law wept hurt, humiliated tears,saying, a chronic pain in the behind.
has never liked me,but time worsens "Why, I can't imagine why she
Something must be wrong
things. She lives in another state, meaning me)would want to tell a lie with your mother-in-law, and I
thank God, but she visits often.
like that and cause trouble!"
think your husband must have
Here is my gripe: One week after
Now Mom is coming to visit us inherited it.Just be grateful that
I gave birth to my second child, Mom again. I told my husband that ifthat "Mom" doesn't wear spurs.
was visiting me.I bent over to tie the woman pulls any more stunts like
DEAR ABBY:I have been an avid
laces of my firstborn's shoe, and she kicking me with her Western boots,
kicked me in the behind with her I will call 911 and have her evicted. reader ofyour column for years. Jam
pointy-toed Western boot, then she
Don't suggest counseling — it's a an African-American male. 30 years
let out a hearty laugh! My husband farce. My husband lies like his ofage, who has been incarcerated for
was right there, and he never said a mother,and can double-talk his way almost seven years now,convicted of
second degree homicide and senword to her!
out of anything.
I later told a family friend about
HAD IT WITH ROUGHNECKS tenced to serve 30 years.
While in the penitentiary, I comthis incident and the friend couldn't
believe it, so she went to my motherDEAR HAD IT: Don't call 911 pleted all academic requirements for
in-law and asked her. Well, Mom —that'sfor emergencies,not for a B.S. degree in applied psychology.
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I very much wish to become a
registered nurse. Prior to my incarceration, I had completed two years
of nursing school at a local four-year
college. I intend to seek another undergraduate degree in nursing upon
my release. The question is this: Will
my being a convicted felon preclude
me from pursuing a career in nursing?
I really do want to help people,
Abby.Regretfully,it took this episode
in my life to enable me to mature and
come to an appreciation of life. I feel
that nursing would also assist in my
psychological healing as well. I am
remorseful and I do regret my past
actions.
H.B.
DEAR H.B.: Each state has its
own requirements regarding licensing to practice nursing.
Upon your release, write to the
State Board of Nursing located
in the capital city of the state in
which you would like to practice.And if you enclose a stamped
envelope,addressed to yourself,
your chances for a response may
be increased.
* * *
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CALVIN and HOBBES
ci\A PROORT‘OtAt NSECT
4. RACES A
GIANT PEA ON TIAE
EDGE OF A SPOON

CALIIN . -THE NUM AN
INSECT, *ALKS ACROSS
ME DINNER TABLE .

4E THEN CUME3S
TO T1AE TOP OF
114E OT1AER PAD
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Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447.
Mount Morris. III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)
* * *
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Hot off the press — Abby's new booklet,
The Anger in All of Us and How to Deal
With It." To order, send a long. businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95(14.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Ablzo, Anger Booklet, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris. Ill. 61054.'Postage is
included.)

Dr. Gott
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By Peter
WE'VE STUDIED EVERY 800K OW
HE EMOTIONAL AND INTELLECTUA
DEVELOPMENT OF A CHILD...

WE ARE NOT 601* TO HAND
THIS LITTLE TREASURE OVER TO
JUST ANYONE TO TAKE CARE Of!
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"According to these figures, Simmons, your
department has lost another No. 2 Double A,
and I want you to find it!"

MUCH?
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H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Would a heart
condition have anything to do with my
weakened chest, lungs and throat?
I've been diagnosed with bronchiectasis, sinusitis and pneumonia nine
times over the years and wonder if
there is a connection.
DEAR READER: Bronchiectasis
(chronic, localized infections in the
lungs), sinusitis and pneumonia are
not directly related to heart disease.
Nevertheless, infection of any kind
can aggravate a weak heart because
inflammation and fever place added
burdens on the cardiovascular
system.
In my experience, the infections
you mention can usually be helped by
antibiotics. I say "helped'(not cured)
because bronchiectasis, in particular.
is virtually impossible to eradicate
without surgery to remove infected
portions of lung.
However, long-term use of antibiotics should keep your pulmonary problems under control. This, in turn,
should have a salutary effect on your
heart. Of course, you should also follow your doctor's advice about avoiding exposure to infections, taking
good care of your health, using appropriate medicine for your heart disease and taking more antibiotics at
the earliest sign of upper respiratory
infection.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: We'd like to
share information regarding the use
of WD40 as appeared in a previous
column An older gentleman in a
nearby community found the product
gave him a great deal of relief — initially. He ultimately became ill, was
hospitalized, and blood tests revealed
he had WD40 residue in his system. He
came dace to death, and the experience convinced us this was not a suitable agent to be used for medicinal
purposes
DEAR READER Thank you for
sharing your experiences. As I stated
in a previous column, WD40 is an oilbased product useful for lubricating
obiects, not people
Although I was not aware of any
toxic potential. I appreciate learning
that WD40, when misused. may_cause
physical harm.
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ruby Kindred

Mrs. Elma Starks Rummager
Graveside rites for Mts. Elma
Starks Rummager will be Tuesday
at 1 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Dr. David Roos will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
today (Monday).
Mrs. Rummager, 84, died Friday
at 8:45 p.m. at her home. 1514
Dudley Dr., Murray.
She was married July 28. 1930.
to Dallas L. Rummager who died
Sept. 19, 1990. One daughter.
Susan Rummager, died in 1979.

She was a graduate of Murray
State College.
Born Dec. 8. 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Starks and Mary
Ray Starks.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Ann Ewald and husband,
Gerald L., Plano, Texas; one sister,
Mrs. Sallie Whitnell, Murray; one
grandchild, Mrs. Luanne Ewald
Phillip), and one great-grandchild,
Susan Ann Veasey, Roland, Ark.

Tom S. Padgett
Tom S. Padgett, 69, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Sunday at 8:45 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a retired employee of Murray
Division of Tappan Company. He
was a 1942 graduate of Hardin
High School.
Born Feb. 5, 1922, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
John Clarence Padgett and Genella
Dunn Padgett Lawrence.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Hicks Padgett, to whom he
was married on June 21, 1956; one
daughter, Ms. Phyllis Padgett, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Margaret Perry and husband, Bill, Brewers, and
Mrs. Mildred Browning, Frankfort;
one brother, John C. Padgett,

Frankfort; one stepsister, Mrs.
Geneva Hurt, Murray; one stepbrother, Halton Lawrence, Benton;
one grandchild, Kim Mullican,
Henderson.
He was a member of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church where the
funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, the
Rev. Leon Penick and the Rev. Billy Turner will officiate.
Burial will follow in Scotts
Grove Cemetery with arrangements
by Miller Funeral Home of Murray
where friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Monday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Diabetes
Association, Kentucky Affiliate,
Inc., 745 W. Main St., Suite 150,
Louisville, Ky. 40202.

Mrs. Ruby Kindred, 79, New
Concord, died today at 1:59 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church, she had retired
from the Housekeeping Department
at Murray State University.
Born Jan. 29, 1912, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Carl Farris and Susie Outland Farris.
One sister, Mrs. Evelyn Parker,
and one brother, Otto Farris, also
preceded him in death.
Mrs. Kindred is survived by her

Jackie W. Lindsey
Jackie W. Lindsey, 39, Rt. 1,
Farmington, died Saturday at 3:50
p.m..-at Murray-Calloway Cotinty
Hospital.
He was owner and operator of
Lindsey Pottery at Bell City. He
was the son of the late Judge One
Lindsey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Christine Lindsey; one daughter,
Miss Janice Lindsey; two sons,
Jack Lindsey and Jeffrey Lindsey;
and his mother, Mrs. Birtha Mae

The funeral for Larry Vernon
Thurman was today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. Officiating were his
nephew, Carey Calhoun, the Rev.
Grandville Courtney and the Rev.
Eugene McWherter. Music was by
Herschell Shelton, soloist, Teresa
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Meleia
Burton and husband, James, Mur- Taylor, Pianist, and Mae Perdue,
ray; one brother, Ronald Spann and organist.
Pallbearers were Craig Calhoun,
wife, Martha, Lynnville; his
parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Har- Carey Calhoun, Damon Conner,
old McCreary, Westland, Mich.; - Anthony Carr, Bryan Sumner, William Sumner Jr. and Timothy Shayone niece; two nephews.
ne Hinson.
Services will be Wednesday at
Burial was in Trigg Memory
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Acres with military rites at the
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. gravesite.
Mike Litrell will officiate.
Mr. Thurman, 54, Cadiz, died
Friday
at 7:55 p.m. at Vetgerans
Burial will follow in Young
Administration Hospital, Nashville,
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral Tenn.
He was a U.S. Air Force veteran
home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.
of the Korean Conflict. A farmer,

Clifford White
Services for Clifford White were
Sunday at 3 p.m. at Green Plain
Church of Christ. Gilbert Gough
and Henry Hargis officiated. Walter Lee Steely directed congregational singing.
Pallbearers were Bobby C. Stubblefield, Charles Edwin Stubblefield, Sonny White, Terry Housden,
Jerry Brawner and Butch Hutson.
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. White, 82, Rt. 2, Hazel, died
Friday at 1:25 p.m. at Long Term

Paris, Tenn. man
dies after chase
with police ends

4.41,

EARLINGTON - A Paris,
Term. man died after being chased
by police and running into three
other vehicles in Hopkins County.
Hopkins County Coroner John
Walters identified the man Saturday as James Russell, 49.
Russell was pursued by police
about 10 miles at speeds estimated
up to 85 mph. His car was weaving
in the eastbound lanes of the Western Kentucky Parkway, police said.
According to a published report,
Russell continued south on the
Pennyrile Parkway, west on U.S.
62 and north on U.S. 41A, where
the accident occurred about 3:20
p.m. Friday, police said.
When Russell reached Earlington, police said they slowed down
to allow him to slow down, but he
continued and tried passing another
vehicle.
He hit that car and an oncoming
gasoline tanker before hitting a
second car, causing it to hit a ditch.
The tanker's driver,.David Dearmood, 27, of Greenville and a passenger in another vehicle, oneyear-old Whitney DuRp of Earlington, were not injuiled.
The two other drivers, Betty
Offutt, 59, and Mary Uzzle, 43,
both of Madisonville and a passenger in the Uzzle car, Jennifer Dunlap, 19, Earlington, were treated at
Regional Medical Center.

Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Jackson White; one
daughter, Mrs. Griselda Adams,
and one son, Steve White and wife,
Carla, all of Rt. 2, Hazel; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Peggy
White, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Opal Brawner and husband, Rudy,
Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. Linda
Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Murray; seven
stepdaughters, Mrs. Anita Carroll
and husband, Buddy, Mrs. Rita
Rainey and husband, Joe, Mrs. Freda Balden and husband, Dale, Mrs.
Verla Smith and husband, Rex,
Mrs. Sherla Adams and husband,
Billy, Mrs. Eva Ferguson and husband, Doug, and Mrs. Vickie
Wilson.
Also surviving are seven grandchildren, Rodney Adams and wife,
Tina, Steven Adams and wife, Evelyn, Jimmy White, Johnny White
and wife, Brenda, Don White,
Tonya White and Misti White; 15
stepgrandchildren, Michael Mason,
Candy Mason, Rodney Nance,
Kristi Jaco, Lee Brandon, Ginia
Harrell, Greta Rainey, Tara Smith,
Carrie Smith, Chad Ferguson, Erica
Ferguson, Jenny Wilson, Brooks
Underwood, Alishia Adams and
Reese Adams; one stepgreatgrandchild.

Farmington man
has heart attack
while driving
A Farmington man apparently
died of a heart attack while driving
near Bell City, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
Jackie Wayne Lindsey, 39, of Rt,
1, Farmington, died enroutrnthe
County Hospital
after he lost control of his car, ran
off the road and struck a tree off
Kentucky 97 around 3 p.m. about
one-tenth of a mile north of Bell
City, police said.
Lindsey sustained no injuries
due to the accident, police said.
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Carol Bailey is shown in the picture with the author of the KITE
program for children, Jeannie Stout Burke of San Mateo, Calif.

Bailey completes course
(NDN) KITE Project held near San
Francisco, Califoma.
Miss Bailey is now available to
offer awareness or training for this
nationally validated,exemplary KITE
program.
KITE stands for Kindergarten Integrated Thematic Experiences. Astro
and Astra, two imaginary outer space
characters, present a highly motivational multisensory way of teaching
basic oral language and math concepts. Children construct their own
knowledge through this developmentally appropriate approach which emphasizes language, cognitive, physical and social-emotional development.
Miss Bailey is scheduled to present
an awareness session at the October
Teachers Conference to be held in ML
Vernon, IL.

Carol Bailey recently completed a
Lindsey, all of RL 1, Farmington;
two sisters, Mrs. Martha Waller, four day certified trainer's course for
Mayfield, and Mrs. Elizabeth the National Diffusion Network
Chambers, Rt. 1, Farmington; several nieces and nephews.
Investments Since 1854
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe will officiate.
Burial will follow in Lynnville
Cemetery.
Prices as of 9 AM
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
Company
Price
Chg

Stock Market
Report

Larry Vernon Thurman

Richard Dale Spann
Richard Dale Spann, 45, Waterman, Ill., died Friday. His death
was a result of a work-related accident with F.S. Farm Service.
Born March 27, 1946, he was a
member of Williams Chapel
Church of Christ. His mother, Mrs.
Juanita Arnett Spann, died July 16,
1986.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Donna McCreary Spann; two sons,
Dale Spann, Waterman, Ill., and
Brad Spann, Murray; his father and
stepmother, Harlan and Mary
Spann, Rt. 7, Murray; his grandmother, Mrs. Paul (Ruth) Spann,

husband, James Kindred; two
brothers, Keys Farris and wife,
Lejenia, Murray, and Clifford Farris and wife, Faye, RL 4, Murray; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Virginia Howerton, Reidland; four nieces; two
nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Charles Anderson will officiate.
Burial will follow in New Concord Cemetery.
--friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

he was a member of South Road
Baptist Church, Cadiz, where he
served as Sunday School superintendent, church treasurer, and past
church clerk.
Born April 11, 1937, at Nashville, Tenn., he was the son of Maurice Thurman and Bennie Ellen
West Thurman who died March 12,
1990.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Myrt Hinson Thurman; one daughter, Misty Thurman, and one son,
Barry Thurman, Cadiz; his father
and stepmother, Maurice Thurman
and Jane Scott Thurman, Murray;
five sisters, Mrs. June Perry and
husband, R.L., Mrs. Pat Carr and
husband, Billy, Mrs. Debris Harris
and husband, Danny, and Mrs.
Debbie Cortner, all of Cadiz, and
Mrs. Bobby Sumner and husband,
Bill, Markham, Ill.; stepsister, Mrs.
Bonnie Story, Hopkinsville.
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Runyon says TVA rates
attractive to industry
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - The
Tennessee Valley Authority's rates
are attracting industry to the region
as competitors raise rates and risk
driving customers away, TVA
Chairman Marvin Runyon said.
"The name of the game in getting industrial development, as far
as I'm concerned, is rates," Marvin
told the Commercial Appeal in a
story published Sunday.
TVA's rates have remained
steady or declined every year since
1987. Runyon said the agency can
hold off raising rates through the
1993 fiscal year.
Meanwhile, Duke Power Co.,
Georgia Power Co. and other electrical utilities in the South plan to

HOG MARKET

raise rates as much as 11 percent
this year.
"We're continuing to improving
our product. We're also looking at
increased sales in the area,"
Runyon said.
Business and industry are shopping around more often on utility
rates, which are taking on more
importance in an era of deregulated
utilities.
Power customers say utility costs
often influence their relocation
decisions.
-TVA is benefiting from those
concerns, Runyon said.

Diamond ring
reportedly stolen
in burglary Friday
The Murray Police Department
is investigating a burglary of a local residence Friday, according to a
report.
Shirley Tabers, of 905 Coldwater
Road, reported that entry was possibly made through an unlocked
kitchen window, police said.
The only item reported missing
was a diamond ring, police said.

The Kentucky State Police at
Mayfield's Post I opened a total of
46 criminal cases for the week of
Aug. 4-10, according to a weekly
report issued by the post.
The post also made 31 criminal
arrests, responded to 17 auto accidents, answered 184 complaints
and made 33 DUI arrests, according to the report.
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Feckral-Stalt Market News Service Augud 12, 199
Kentudty Purchase Arm Hog Market Report Includes 4
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